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A Way to Study

Canadian History

Ian Winchester and Penelope Davey
Department of History and Philosophy

of Education, OISE

The greater part of written history is based
on sources that report the lives of only a

small fraction of the population. As a rule,

only the well-to-do and the highly edu-
cated left behind the diaries, letters, and
other manuscripts that have been the

sources for most historians to date. But

such information tells us little about how
the majority of the population lived.

Nowadays, however, attempts are being
made to fiil in this gap. Historians seeking

evidence of the experience of ordinary

individuals are turning to the kinds of

source materials that pertain to whole
populations. Such materials are widely

available, for they consist of the so-called

‘routinely generated’ records—census
files, assessment rolls, directories, school
records, land records, registers of mar-
riages, births, and deaths, and the like.

Analyzed systematically, they can be
made to reveal a startling amount of social

information about our Canadian fore-

bears. Since the techniques involved in

such analyses are simple and straight-

forward, it is quite possible for teachers

and students to employ them in the

classroom with a minimum of equipment
and expense.

We do not, of course, see this sort of

research replacing or competing with the

more traditional approaches to history.

Our hope is that the methodology advo-

cated here can be incorporated into some
of the existing Canadian history courses.

With the growing popularity of Canadian
Studies, particularly courses with a local

focus, analysis of routinely generated

records adds a valuable dimension to both

historical and contemporary studies.

It can be an especially useful activity

where the approach is interdisciplinary,

bringing together such areas as geog-
raphy, environmental studies, and family

studies. The manuscript census for the

1850s, ‘60s, and 70s, for example, pro-

vides a generally available source of

family and personal information about

every individual in a given Canadian
community. We can use the census data

as a base on which to build up further

information about each person in that

community and ultimately reconstruct a

picture of the community's past, incorpo-

rating as we go along other kinds of

historical data. Quite often another infor-

mation source, such as a local history,

will provoke questions that can best be
answered by analyzing routinely gener-

ated data. For example, the local history

might describe the building of a school.

But did all children attend the school?

If not, which children did not attend?

Sometimes the reverse will be the case

—

that is, the data will provoke questions

that send us to other sources. Either way,

the students’ experience is enriched

through inquiry into their community's

past, and they learn some of the skills of

historical research for themselves.

Sources
Before a class embarks on a history

project of this kind it will, of course, be

necessary to get hold of the desired

records. So we shall first outline what
information the various records contain

and suggest where and how they may
be acquired.

The Manuscript Census
The manuscript census is probably the

most useful and detailed of the routinely

generated records. Consisting as it does

of the actual forms filled out by each
person or household or by the official
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enumerator, it contains information for

every household, family, and individual

in the area. The 1 861 census, for example,

recorded name, occupation, birthplace,

marital status, religion, age, sex, family

size and structure, physical and mental

disabilities, school attendance, ability to

read and write, number of births and

deaths in the year, causes of death, house

type and size, number of families living

in the house, livestock kept, number of

conveyances, quantity of land, and type

of business.

Unfortunately for our purpose, the

manuscript census in Canada remains

confidential for a hundred years, and
therefore only the 1842 (incomplete),

1 851 , 1 861 ,
and 1 871 series are as yet

available for study. Later censuses are all

published, but these are of only limited

use here since information about

individuals has been combined.
All four manuscript censuses have

been microfilmed by the Public Archives

of Canada, and copies are available in

provincial archives. Public library main

branches and university libraries generally

have microfilm rolls for their areas. The
Public Archives of Canada catalogue

(#SA 2-3663) List of Ontario Census
Returns 1842-1871 is in most large refer-

ence libraries or can be bought for 250

from Canadian Government bookstores or

ordered by mail from:

The Queen's Printer

Ottawa, Ontario K1 A 0S8.

The catalogue lists alphabetically places

in Ontario for which personal and/or
agricultural censuses taken between 1842

and 1 871 are available, and gives the

number of the microfilm for each place.

A full reel of microfilm (90 to 1 00 feet)

costs $9; shorter reels sell for 100 per

foot. While large cities require more foot-

age, most towns or townships fit easily

onto one reel. Positive prints can be

ordered (or borrowed for short periods)

from:

The Dominion Archivist

Public Archives of Canada
Ottawa, Ontario K1 A 0N3
(Attention: Manuscript Division).

Copies should be ordered well in

advance, as processing may take several

months. Xerox copies of a positive print

can be made if many students are to work
on the census or if the school cannot get

a microfilm reader; but unless the original

film is good, the copies may be illegible.

Alternatively, if the community under

study is not large, the manuscript can be
typed and duplicated.

Resident Assessment Rolls

The main value of the assessment rolls is

the information they provide about the

financial circumstances and property

holdings of people in the past. It was with

this information that the municipality

levied taxes to pay for local services and
education.

Unfortunately most assessment rolls

prior to 1850 have been lost, although the

Ontario Archives has a microfilm (MSI 80)

of the Aggregate Assessment Returns of

Upper Canada (Canada West) for

1825-1849 by Districts, Counties and
Townships. At present there is no cata-

logue of extant nineteenth-century assess-

ment rolls. The Ontario Archives has the

largest provincial collection from 1850
onwards (listed in RG21 Municipal

Records, Section A); it is complete for

some municipalities but very limited for

others. Address inquiries to:

Province of Ontario Archives

77 Grenville Street

Toronto, Ontario M5S 1B3.

Original assessment books for some
areas may still be stored in the town,

township, or county clerk’s office or in the

local library. Particularly in northern

Ontario, where the tax assessment went
mainly to support education, they may
be found in school board offices.

City and County Directories

While the collection for Ontario is by no
means complete, existing directories

provide a useful way of introducing the

techniques advocated in this article. In

particular they enable students to do
street biographies—mapping and classi-

fying, examining changing occupational

structure and geographical mobility in a

given street or block of streets, and
drawing comparisons between past and
present.

Directories usually contain two major

sections: an alphabetical listing of adult

household heads (name, occupation, and

address) and an alphabetical listing of

streets with the building occupants

arranged according to house or lot

number. Some directories also note

locations of vacant lots, churches, facto-

ries, hotels, and so on. Often long streets

are broken into blocks; the directories

then are extremely useful for mapping the

density and spatial distribution of the

people and buildings at certain points in

time. Directories of the local businesses

were published with the street directory

or sold separately. They are organized

alphabetically either by proprietor’s name
or by the type of business.

Probably the largest collections of

directories in Ontario are in the Ontario

Archives and the Metropolitan Toronto

Central Library. Public libraries and uni-

versity libraries may have directories for

their local area. Directories in the Ontario

Archives have been microfilmed, and
copies are available at $1 0 per reel.

School Records
Few nineteenth-century school records

have been preserved, but some do exist

and can be found either in the school

itself or in the school board office (if the

original school is no longer standing). The
most common type of nineteenth-century

school record still extant is the enrollment

register, which recorded each pupil’s

name, sex, age, address, father’s occupa-
tion, date of enrollment, and date of

leaving. Daily attendance registers are

less frequently found, but if they are

available they give a picture of attendance
patterns.

School records of either nineteenth- or

twentieth-century origin can provide a
simple and effective starting point for

introducing the techniques outlined here,

particularly if the students’ own school

still has its records. A guide to education

records in the possession of county

boards of education in eastern and
western Ontario has been compiled by
the Department of History and Philosophy

of Education, OISE, and should be avail-

able in reference sections of public

libraries, university libraries, and archives.

Vital Statistics

Vital statistics record information about
three major events of life—birth (baptism),

marriage, and death. While demographic
studies using vital statistics have been
carried on successfully in British schools
for many years, similar studies in schools

here are harder to accomplish. In Ontario,

registration of vital statistics until 1869
was handled mainly by the clergy. Unfor-

tunately, few of the records survive. Of

those that do, some can be found in the

Ontario Archives; most are still in the files

of the congregation or have been col-

lected in the administrative offices of the

denomination.
Legislation passed in 1869 required

Clerks of the Peace to serve as Division

Registrars of the city, town, or township.

In this capacity they were empowered to

make returns to the District Registrar,

who in turn sent them to the Registrar

General. Records from 1 869 to the pres-

ent are stored in the Registrar General’s

Office, Queen’s Park, but are not readily

available to the public.

Land Records
Where a study of a rural area is to be

undertaken, land records consisting of

Copy Books of the Deeds and Abstracts

to the Deeds are essential sources of

information. In addition to detailing the

land involved, its size, and its location,

these two sources show whether the

farmer owned or rented his land, who (if

not himself) owned the land, when it was
purchased, the nature of the transaction,

the purchase price, when and to whom it

was next sold and the selling price, the

amount and terms of mortgages, and the

date of discharge or foreclosure.

The Genealogical Society of the Church

of Jesus Christ of the Latter Day Saints

has microfilmed all Ontario land records

that it was able to find, and the Ontario

Archives has purchased copies of these

microfilms. They date from the early

1 800s to the 1 950s for most counties in

Ontario (Ontario County being one

exception). The Peel County History

Project under David Gagan, Department
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of History, McMaster University, has been
working since 1971 on the social history

of Peel using land records as a major

source of information.

Wills

Since nineteenth-century wills contain

much information relating to the demo-
graphic and socioeconomic status of the

testator and his or her family, they provide

insights into the society of the past and
particularly into family relationships.

Generally, nineteenth-century wills con-

tain the following information: date of the

will and its registration, name of testator,

date of death, occupation, address, extent

of real property, inventory of personal

property, names of heirs (wife or husband,
children and ages, married names of

daughters, etc.), disposition of the estate,

names of executors, and an indication of

the literacy of the testator and the

executors.

Extant wills are generally found in three

places: the records of the Probate Court

(1793-1 859), the records of the Surrogate

Court (1859- ), and the Copy Books of

the Deeds. Except for those of the Probate

Court, these records have been micro-

filmed by the Genealogical Society, and
microfilm copies are available in the

Ontario Archives. The Peel County History

Project has also pioneered the use of

wills in the study of social history.

Maps and County Atlases

County atlases, dating mainly from the

1 870s, are probably the best source of

historical maps. They often begin with a

short history of the county and its munici-

palities and perhaps some pen sketches

—of prominent citizens (with brief biog-

raphies), of houses and buildings, and of

layouts of model farms and properties.

In addition to detailed maps of the county,

there may be plane surveyors' maps
showing the street names or numbered
concession roads, lot boundary lines, lot

numbers, and sometimes the names of

the owners.

The Ontario Archives has a good
collection of early maps and county

atlases. Large local libraries or university

libraries may also have some. As a result

of recent interest in nineteenth-century

Ontario, coinciding with the development
of low-cost photo-reproduction tech-

niques, some county atlases are being

reprinted and sold inexpensively. Atlases

of Carleton, Elgin and Kent, Grey and
Bruce, Haldimand and Norfolk, Halton,

Huron, Lambton, Lanark and Renfrew,

Lincoln and Welland, Middlesex, Muskoka
and Parry Sound, Ontario, Oxford and
Brant, Peel, Perth, Prescott/Russell and
Stormont/Dundas/Glengarry, Simcoe,

Waterloo and Wellington, Wentworth, and
York can be obtained from:

Cumming Atlas Reprints

Port Elgin, Ontario NOH 2C0.

Atlases of Brant, Essex and Kent, Fron-

tenac, Lennox/Addington, Hastings and
Prince Edward, Huron, Lambton, Leeds/
Grenville, Middlesex, Norfolk, Northum-
berland/Durham, Oxford, Perth, Stormont/

Dundas/Glengarry, Wellington, and York
can be obtained from:

Mika Publishing Company
200 Stanley Street

P.O. Box 536
Belleville, Ontario K8N 4A3.

The latter firm specializes in reprints and
new publications dealing with Canadian
history at the local level.

Other Sources
Obviously the above list of sources is by
no means complete. We have stressed

those most useful for quantitative work in

history, but no doubt a detailed local study

would turn up many descriptive materials.

Local histories, letters, diaries, and biog-

raphies of prominent citizens give excel-

lent background to the more detailed

quantitative studies. Local newspapers
are another readily available source of

information about past times. Grave-

stones, travel accounts, militia member
rolls, account books, business wage
ledgers, membership rolls of voluntary

societies, and constitutions and minutes

of town council and church meetings all

provide additional material.

Not all sources will be used at the same
time; social history is cumulative, and
information from new sources can be

added over the years as the study pro-

ceeds and knowledge of the social past

deepens.
Almost any kind of routinely generated

record containing the names of people is

potentially useful. The teacher’s imagina-

tion will be the guide.

Counting Cards and How to Use Them
The secret in using routinely generated

records in the classroom is to prepare the

data in a form that can be counted or

tallied. The basic strategy we recommend
is the transfer of data from the original

source to counting cards. These are

5" x 8" office filing cards, and they are

available in different colors, which can be

used to distinguish different categories of

people—e.g., household heads, spouses,

children, boarders, hired hands. Since the

objective is to transfer many categories of

information about each person to the

cards in a systematic way, the cards

should be ruled off into a number of boxes

and each box numbered to receive a cer-

tain category of information. A counting

card must therefore be designed for each

type of record to be analyzed, and an

instruction sheet drawn up to key the

categories of information to the numbers
of the boxes. Once these preliminaries

have been accomplished and a supply of

cards run off, the transfer of information to

the cards is a straightforward copying

process.

As an example we shall take the census

returns for Orillia in 1 861 . In figure 1 we
have typed a page from the manuscript

census for that community at that date. In

figure 2 we have shown the coding

instruction sheet for transferring the data

to the cards. In figure 3 we have begun
coding the first person on the census
on a card.

There are three basic ideas here: (1)

there is one card for each individual; (2)

each household is uniquely identified by a

number (box 6) so that the cards can be

easily re-ordered in case they get mixed

up; and (3) all the information that is

wanted (or may be wanted) is transferred

so that nothing gets lost. The same princi-

ples hold for using any other routinely

generated record.

If the records are on microfilm, this

initial phase of the project may have to be
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Figure 1/ Sample Census Data

Names of Inmates Profession, Trade,
or Occupation

Place of

Birth
Married
during
year

Relig ion Residence
if out of

limits

Age next
Birthday

S

M
ex
F

Married

or

Single

Widower

or

Widow

Colored

Person,

Mulatto,

or

Indian

1 Alex Smith Esq. Yeoman Farmer England X Church of Eng. 33 X M
2 Mrs. Smith Canada X II II

25 X M
3 Fredk D. infant tl II II

1 X S

4 Frances Cheyney Labourer II Catholic 19 X S

5 Betty Morrison Servant " English C. 21 X s

6 Fanny Morrison Visitor II English C. Oro 14 X s

7 Wm. Ormsley Gardener & Fisher- Ireland II !1
51 X M

8 Mary J. Ormsley man England II It
25 X M

9 Wm. G. Canada II II

8 X S

10 Susan " II II

6 X S

11 Th6s. " II II II

3 X s

12 Alex Leith Carpenter Scotland Free Church 48 X M
13 Ann Leith " II II 29 X M
14 Fanny " Canada 12 X s

15 Faith " II II II

,8 X s

16 Margt. Ann " II II II

4 X s

17 Christence " II

2 X s

18 Francis Gassdore Hunter Canada Catholic C. 41 X M Halfbreed
19 Jessey II II II

37 X M White
20 Louis " II II

17 X S h breed

21 Antonio II II

16 X S
II

22 Mary Jane " " II II

14 X S
"

23 Francis
II II

12 X S

Figure 2/ Key to Boxes on Counting Cards

Box Item

1 Household status (head, spouse, child,

boarder, etc.)

2 Surname

3 Other names

4 Occupation

5 Birthplace

6 Card number of household

7 If married during the year

8 Religion

9 Residence if outside local census area

10 Age next birthday

11 Sex (M or F)

12 Marital status (M or S)

13 If widow or widower

14 If colored person or Indian

15 Number of members in household (M or F)

accomplished outside of regular class-

room time, but it does not take long if

many people are working on it. For

example, the preparation of cards for 630
people in the Orillia census took an

inexperienced person 31 hours. If 30 or

35 well-prepared students are allotted 20
people each, the coding should not

require much more than one hour per

student. For efficiency’s sake, the micro-

film reader is best set up in a central place

such as the library.

Some classes may have more than one

microfilm reader available to them, but

probably most will have only one. Those
that have none may be able to arrange for

the use of one at the school board or local

library. Although up to three students

could work off a single microfilm at the

same time, it is generally easier if they

work singly or in pairs (with one acting as

‘reader’ and the other as ‘coder’).

Younger students may prefer this last

arrangement, for in case of coding diffi-

culties it is good to have somebody else

there to discuss them with.

Problems may be encountered with the

original sources, such as faded entries,

illegible handwriting, and peculiar spell-

ings. Someone coding from the manu-
script census or assessment rolls would

find a copy of the city or county directory

for the same year helpful, since if he can

decipher part of the necessary informa-

tion he can often find the rest in the direc-

tory. The messy or illegible handwriting of

an enumerator is likely to show some
internal consistency and may not be as

hard to read as it first appears. Sometimes
old-fashioned handwriting is a problem,

because certain letters—capitals in partic-

ular—were formed differently. Poor

spelling was sometimes a trait of enumera-

tors. Since they often spelled names
phonetically, different records may show
various spellings of the name of the same
person.

Unless a class is building on cards left

behind by a previous class, it is unreason-

able to code more than 200 households

for a single project. This means that, in

initial stages at least, small towns, villages,

and small wards or restricted blocks of

cities are the natural areas for study.

When the data have been coded, the

next step is to involve the students in the

first stages of historical research. This

means helping them get a feel for interest-

ing historical problems that arise out of

their handling of the original records and
the cards.

On each of the 1 851 , 1 861 ,
and 1 871

censuses the categories of information

include country of origin, religion, and
occupation. These are good ‘variables’

with which to begin. No doubt the parents

of many of the students were born in

Canada, but some will have come from the

United States, various parts of the British

Isles, other European countries, and other

parts of the world. If the numbers of those

whose parents came from different parts

of the world are tabulated, this can be-

come the topic of the first exercise

—

namely, where did the people in the com-
munity we are studying come from and

how do they compare with the class? A
teacher will see many possibilities for

discussion on such topics as immigration

and the ways of coping with Canada upon
arrival, topics that will lead to further

questions.

Tabulation and Cross-Tabulation

One way to organize the tabulating opera-

tion is to divide the class into teams of two

students and give each team counting

cards representing an equal number of

people. Thus, if there are 600 people
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Figure 3/Sample Counting Card

snn*
3

ALfcX
4 5

eNblMID
6 i

26 27 28 29 30

25 44 45 46 31 8
CK. o% Er\g-

24 43 54 47 32 9

23M
R

42 53 48 33 10

33
22 41 52 49 34 " M
21 40 51 50 35 12 N
20 39 38 37 36 13

19 18 17l*\

F
16 M

F
15 M 3

F 3
14

represented in the cards, and if there are

30 students, each pair of students would
get 40 people. The easiest way to manage
the actual counting is to have one student

as 'counter' and the other as 'recorder.’

For the task of counting the number of

people for each place of birth, the recorder

should draw up a page like this:

Scotland ////

Canada -Hit

England /

Ireland //

Each team should double-check to see
that the tallies add up to the number of

people they have to work with. This

straight counting of kinds is called

tabulation.

The next type of counting is called

cross-tabulation. As a rule, tabulation will

lead the class to questions or problems of

a historical nature, and cross-tabulation

will be the initial means of answering them.

Cross-tabulation is just like tabulation

except that for each person there are two

features or bits of data in which we are

interested. Suppose, for instance, that the

class has come up with the hypothesis

that in the town they are investigating the

Scottish immigrants tend to become bank
clerks and the Irish immigrants tend to

become laborers. The way to check such

a hypothesis is by cross-tabulation. In this

case the recorder on each team has to

keep track of two things: place of birth

and occupation. He records the informa-

tion on a chart like that in figure 4.

If the students have already done the

simple tabulations on 'place of birth’ and
‘occupation,’ then they will have estab-

lished the headings for the cross-tabula-

tion. When each pair of students has the

results, these can be reported and
recorded on a master chart. The class

can then examine the figures and assess
whether or not their hypothesis is

supported.

Discovering Historical Problems
Once the class and teacher have mas-
tered the art of tabulating and cross-

tabulating, they are in a position to begin

the search for interesting questions, which
their technique will enable them, at least

in part, to answer. Naturally the range of

questions and answers, of hypotheses and
tests, that they can manage will be deter-

mined by the kinds of records they are

working with. Learning the limitations of

one particular historical source and the

necessity of moving on to others is part of

the knowledge acquired through these

methods.

If the community the class is working on
happens to have a long-established news-
paper, ready-made hypotheses and ques-
tions are usually to hand. For example, if

the newspaper dwelt on an economic
recession, how was this reflected in the

occupational structure and financial

figures of the community as we find them
in the assessment records of the same
period?

If the community has been the subject

of published fiction or poetry—and this is

more common than we might suspect

—

we gain many details about social life in

the community and also further hypoth-

eses to be tested. Think, for example, of

the sorts of characterizations of the life of

a small town that Stephen Leacock’s

Sunshine Sketches brings to mind. Simi-

larly, for an urban community, a work like

Hugh Garner’s Cabbagetown suggests

many things about the quality and style of

life in a working-class area of Toronto in

the 1 930s that we might contrast with that

area sixty or seventy years earlier.

In summary, a teacher and class can
make use of readily available historical

material relating to ordinary people in the

past by simple counting techniques.

Although they do require some planning

and preparation, such techniques are the

sort of thing that classes from grades 6 to

1 3 are capable of handling.

The use of these techniques in the

classroom, in conjunction with regular

history, geography, urban studies, and
Canadian studies materials, helps give

ordinary students a sense of how hypoth-

eses about the past are actually posed
and tested.

Any teacher who is interested in

examining these possibilities further is

encouraged to write to:

Ian Winchester

Canadian Social History Project

Department of History and Philosophy

of Education

Ontario Institute for Studies in Education

252 Bloor Street West
Toronto M5S 1 V6.

Figure 4/Cross-Tabulation — Occupation by Birthplace

Scot. Eng. Ire. Can. U.S. Total

Butcher / /

Bank clerk // / 3

Farmer
/ II 1 Ill / 5

Laborer 1 III / 5

Total 3 5 3 4 17
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Situation de l'enseignement

moral et religieux

dans les ecoles secondaires
franco-ontariennes

Carmel Roy, OISE

Memoire prepare pour la 1 ere biennale

de la francophonie canadienne, le

15 aout 1975.

Jusqu’en 1968, la seule fagon pour les

Franco-ontariens de cultiver leur langue

et leur foi a I’ecole secondaire etait de
frequenter I’ecole privee. Nous recon-

naissons le devouement de ces femmes
et de ces hommes qui pendant pres d’un

siecle se sont reellement donnes a

notre cause. II y a eu des essais d’ecoles

bilingues dans la province. Bien que
marquant un notable progres ces der-

nieres ne repondaient pas a notre desir.

C’est ainsi qu’en 1968, la majorite des
ecoles frangaises privees ont opte pour
le systeme d’ecoles publiques frangaises,

ceci, afin de rendre meilleure justice a
notre jeunesse franco-ontarienne. Dans
les pourparlers, il avait ete entendu qu’en

devenant frangaises publiques nos ecoles

avaient la garantie morale que I'enseigne-

ment moral et religieux serait offert aux

etudiants du secondaire.

Aujourd’hui nous nous rendons compte
que le systeme ne fonctionne bien que
la ou I’administration scolaire a accepte

d'emboiter le pas. Dans certains centres,

comme celui d’Ottawa, il y eut recon-

naissance officielle de certains cours

d’enseignement moral et religieux par le

Conseil Scolaire. Dans d’autres conseils

scolaires les responsables se sont

montres reticents a I’enseignement de
cours semblables. A certains endroits

c’est I’administration de I’ecole qui refusa

de se lancer dans ce domaine, le direc-

teur etant maitre a I’interieur de I’ecole

dans notre systeme.

Depuis longtemps notre gouvernement
adopte en ce domaine une politique de
prudence. Est-ce parce que la majorite

anglophone n’a pas la meme vision que
nous dans le domaine de I'education

morale et religieuse? La tradition veut que
nous nous contentions d’une lecture d’un

passage de la Bible et de la recitation

du Notre Pere. Cette coutume estforte-

ment remise en question a cause du
pluralisme aujourd’hui. Ilya aussi le

reglement ’45’ qui autorise tout ministre

du culte a venir une fois par semaine a

I’ecole. Une enquete sur I’enseignement

religieux dans les ecoles a ete institute

par le gouvernement. Le rapport MacKay
recommanda le statu quo en ce qui a trait

a I’enseignement religieux. Cependant
il prona I’enseignement des grandes
religions, et I’enseignement des valeurs

morales a travers les autres cours. Ce
rapport ignorait ainsi les recommanda-
tions des catholiques et de gens d’autres

denominations tant de langue anglaise

que de langue frangaise. Depuis ce temps
nos eveques et nos associations n’ont

pas cesse de faire des demarches pour

la reconnaissance de nos droits. II semble
qu’aujourd’hui le ministere de I’educa-

tion envisage une nouvelle politique a

ce niveau.

En 1 972, le ministere de I’education

publie un guide pedagogique autorisant

I’enseignement des grandes religions.

Ces cours se dirigent beaucoup plus vers

la comprehension des diverses cultures

religieuses que vers I’histoire de ces

memes religions. Le Christianisme se

trouve inclus par le fait meme dans cette

Un groupe de professeursfrancophones echangent sur leur conception des valeurs humaines

lors d’un seminaire tenu a Ottawa les ler et 2 novembre.
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s£rie de cours. Plusieurs 6coles secon-

daires frangaises se prevalent de cette

possibility. Pour rbpondre a nos besoins

au secondaire, un groupe de professeurs

et de fiddles des differentes grandes

religions ont elabore une ebauche de
manuels. Ce travail aurait besoin d’etre

revu et corrigd. Nous manquons de fonds

et de personnel pour cette tache. Notre

petit nombre demeure toujours un handi-

cap quand il s'agit de la publication de
livres.

Depuis cinq ans, le ministere pousse
la recherche au niveau des valeurs

morales. Les Franco-ontariens sont

absents de ces equipes de recherches.

L'lnstitut d’etudes pedagogiques de
I'Ontario avec le Docteur Clive Beck, a

publid du materiel en anglais pour aider

les professeurs en ce domaine. Selon les

desirs du rapport MacKay il preconise

I’enseignement des valeurs & travers tous

les cours. Chaque professeur doit se

sentir responsable de faire reflechir

Itetudiant d I'occasion. Nous savons que
c’est I’ideal, mais en pratique c’est

difficile a realiser. Un autre groupe de
recherche s’est constitue au Conseil

Scolaire d'Hamilton. II est probable que
le ministere envisage la publication d'un

nouveau guide pedagogique sur 1’en-

seignement des valeurs morales. Celui-ci

serait distribue a I’intention de tous les

enseignants anglophones et franco-

phones. J'ignore encore si les ensei-

gnants francophones seront consultes

d ce sujet.

Nous, Franco-ontariens, nous crayons

d la necessity de cours formels sur les

valeurs humaines. Le ministere nous
permet ddja de donner ces cours, mais
seulement a titre experimental. Les jeunes

qui veulent suivre ces cours peuvent en
profiter. D’aprds les inscriptions nous
sommes assures que nous repondons d
un besoin reel. Je connais une ecole ou
I’on doit refuser des eteves a ces cours

parce qu’il n’y a pas assez de professeurs

competents en ce domaine. Nous
sommes defavorises aussi d cause du
manque de manuel frangais, alors que
Ton trouve une pteiade de livres anglais

sur le marche. De plus il n'existe pas de

cours prdparant nos professeurs a

devenir specialistes en valeurs humaines
et religieuses.

II nous faut subvenir a nos propres

besoins. Aussi une douzaine de profes-

seurs se sont reunis sept fins de semaine
pendant I’annde scolaire 1974/75 et ont

consacre Itete a la recherche et a la

preparation de cours sur les valeurs

humaines. Beaucoup de materiel rapon-

dant a la philosophie de notre cours

existe, mais surtout en anglais. A cause

du court lapse de temps dont nous dispo-

sions, les traductions sont loin d’etre

parfaites; ce travail demande encore

beaucoup de perfectionnement. Depuis

septembre 1975, les professeurs de cette

discipline peuvent se servir du brouillon

que nous mettons entre leurs mains. Ces
manuscrits seront exphrimentes et nous
espbrons, I’an prochain reprendre ces

textes et en faire un manuel pour Iteteve.

Pour cette breve recherche nous avons

ete appuyes par I’Association des en-

seignants franco-ontariens, le Conseil

Scolaire d’Ottawa, l’lnstitut d’etudes

pedagogiques de I’Ontario, le ministere

et les communautes religieuses.

II reste une grosse pierre d’achoppe-
ment: la formation de specialistes en

formation humaine et religieuse. Le

ministre de Iteducation nous a fait savoir

qu’il sanctionnerait les cours presentes

par I’universite. Des demarches ont ete

entreprises aupres de la faculty dteduca-

F. J. Fowler

Frontenac-Lennox and Addington County
Roman Catholic Separate School Board

‘Implementation is a people process and
effective change can only be accom-
plished through a professional working

relationship with the individual school

staff, the individual principal and the

individual classroom teacher.'

So the implementation team of the

Frontenac-Lennox and Addington County
Roman Catholic Separate School Board
enunciated its philosophy in approaching

tion de I’universite d’Ottawa pour la

formation de professeurs dans ce

domaine. Quelque chose n’a pas marche
—nous n’avons pas regu de rbponse a

nos demarches. En consequence nos

professeurs doivent se debrouiller avec

des cours qu’ils ont pris ici et \k. Nous
avons absolument besoin de specialistes

approuves par le ministere, comme pour

toutes les autres matieres au programme.
Pour repondre aux besoins de la region

de la valtee de I’Outaouais, I'lEPO m’a
engage pour I’annee scolaire 1 975/76 en
vue d’aider a la mise en marche du
programme sur les valeurs humaines
dans les ecoles frangaises de I’est de
I’Ontario. On met a ma disposition un
assistant a la recherche. J'espere que
notre ministere de Iteducation continuera

de laisser la possibility aux Franco-

ontariens d’atteindre leur epanouissement
complet.

Pour conclure ce court article, je

tiendrais a vous rappeler que pour la

population franco-ontarienne Iteducation

se doit de permettre a tout etudiant de
developper toute sa personne. Le
domaine des valeurs morales ou reli-

gieuses est une partie essentielle de la

vie, pour celui qui y croit. C'est pourquoi

nous avons dbpense beaucoup dtenergie

dans ce domaine. Nous espbrons ainsi

promouvoir cette formation morale et

religieuse dans les ecoles secondaires
franco-ontariennes.

the 1 974/75 implementation of Ministry of

Education Revised Primary and Junior

Curriculum Guidelines in four schools.

The author, who is the board’s superin-

tendent of schools, was coordinator of

the project, and working with him were
Theresa Marton, a staff resource teacher,

and Frances Hallam and Willis Boston

from the Ministry of Education.

The team saw educational change as a

process involving five stages: awareness,

interest, evaluation, trial, and adoption.

Analyzing these stages, they described

awareness as knowledge of new ideas,

Curriculum
Implementation

•One Model*
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usually gained through contacts with other

teachers, administrators, or research

persons; interest they identified as the

search for more information, expressed in

inter-school visits, group presentations,

and reading of the available literature;

evaluation they defined as assessment of

the innovation's viability in a given setting,

undertaken through dialogue with users

and/or visits to their classrooms; trial they

described as active involvement on a

limited scale and regarded as perhaps the

most significant of the stages in that it

determined whether the innovation would
be adopted or abandoned; adoption they

interpreted as teacher acceptance of and
full-scale commitment to the innovation.

Because of the tendency of change to

induce extreme teacher anxiety, the team
saw continuing professional support and
provision of adequate facilities as impera-

tive to success in the trial and adoption

stages.

‘Implementation is a people

process and effective change

can only be accomplished

through a professional

working relationship with

the individual school staff. .
.’

Critical Variables in Implementation
Before beginning work in the schools, the

implementation team studied the factors

essential to successful curriculum imple-

mentation and identified the following

critical variables.

1 . Place and Method. Curriculum imple-

mentation is best accomplished at the

classroom level with implementor and
classroom teacher working as fellow

professionals in a team approach. Through
the team effort human relationships im-

prove in an atmosphere of trust, ideas are

readily exchanged, and the whole pace
of implementation quickens.

2. Support. Inevitably, implementation of

revised guidelines produces change

—

change that affects the entire classroom
situation and tends to arouse anxiety and
insecurity in the teacher. To cope success-

fully with this situation, the teacher needs
abundant administrative support.

3. Professional Patience. Implementatidn

of new curriculum does not occur over-

night, and its success is in direct pro-

portion to the time, energy, and skill

expended by all associated with it. The
changes it brings come slowly and require

infinite patience on the part of the

implementor and teacher.

4. Confidence in the Procedure. Both the

administration and the implementation

team must believe in what they are doing

if their efforts are to succeed. The knowl-

edge, convictions, and support of both will

be tested many times during the imple-

mentation process and their professional

attitude toward the innovation will be

reflected in day-to-day dialogue with the

teachers.
5.

Focus for Innovation. The setting for the

work of the implementation team has
already been accepted as the classroom,

but the focus of that work must be deter-

mined by the individual school. This is in

keeping with the philosophy that no pro-

fessional should be told what to do and
acknowledges the fact that only persons
working in the setting possess the intimate

knowledge essential to valid decision-

making.

Implementation Procedures
1 . Large-Group Input Sessions. These
sessions were designed to give partici-

pants a working knowledge of PI J1 and
an in-depth understanding of its basic

philosophy. Arising from the implementa-
tion team’s realization that teachers can-
not work comfortably or successfully with

something they do not know and under-

stand, the large input sessions were seen
as a critical aspect of the awareness
phase.

2. Monthly Staff Meetings. Each school

conducted monthly staff meetings built

around topics suggested by the teachers

and representative of their particular

interests and needs. Typical subjects

were: procedures for individualizing

instruction, use of activity centers, pupil

evaluation, and the use of community
resources in environmental studies.

3. Live-In. Planned by a committee made
up of the implementation team and repre-

sentatives from each of the four schools,

the live-in at Donald Gordon Centre for

Continuing Education was the most
popular of the implementation strategies.

The live-in extended from Wednesday
evening to Friday afternoon and focused

on such matters as open education,

change, individualization, and the PI J1

Curriculum Guideline.

‘Curriculum

implementation

is best accomplished

at the classroom level. .
.’

4. Cooperative Teaching Program. In

response to requests from staffs, princi-

pals, or individual teachers, members of

the implementation team went into class-

rooms and worked with teachers on
aspects of the guideline. While all

teachers involved in the project took part

in the input sessions, the staff meetings,

and the live-in, not all of them sought team
assistance in their classroom work. For

the implementation team, the classroom

work was the most exciting part of the

program; for the teachers it served as a

valuable opportunity for interchange with

professional resource persons.

5. Teacher Visits. Teacher visits were not

confined to the four participating schools

but included selected schools in other

areas as well. They brought the usual

benefits plus the unexpected bonus of

positive change in the classroom
environment.

6.

Make and Take Workshops. The work-
shops were a highly successful part of the

implementation program, with teachers

making extensive classroom use of

articles they made. In fact, the venture

proved so productive that it led to a study

of the feasibility of establishing a teachers’

center in the area.

‘Only persons working in

the setting possess the

intimate knowledge
essential to valid decision-

making.’

The Project—A Summary
The implementation committee saw
educational change as involving two basic

dimensions—the teacher and support. To
each dimension they attached three

essential conditions. For the teacher, the

conditions took the form of acquiring

knowledge of the guideline, selecting the

focus of change, and visiting and carrying

on dialogue with other teachers; for sup-
port, the conditions were expressed in

community understanding, resource

personnel and professional encourage-
ment, and the provision of essential

materials.

Applying a similar approach to the learn-

ing environment, the committee viewed it

as three-dimensional—made up of chil-

dren, teachers, and resources, with each
child and teacher contributing his own
unique qualities. For the child these were
experiences, interests, needs, learning

style, and pattern of growth; for the

teacher, social and emotional characteris-

tics and attributes, professional skills, and
personal attitudes. Resources—the third

dimension—were drawn where possible

from the natural environment. It is the

interaction of these three variables that

makes up the learning environment.

Evaluation after One Year
The project was evaluated at the year’s

end through a questionnaire circulated to

participants. In addition to reaction to the

various aspects of the project, the ques-
tionnaire sought opinion on the most
valuable aspects of the exercise, sugges-
tions for future activities, and reaction to

the proposal of setting up a teachers’

center. Replies were positive and, in

almost all cases, reflected genuine appre-

ciation and enthusiasm.

All in all, the evaluation findings sup-

ported the premise on which the under-

taking was based and confirmed the belief

of the Frontenac-Lennox and Addington

County Roman Catholic Separate School

Board in the philosophy expressed in the

opening statement above.
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Larry J. Fisk

Political Studies Department
Mount Saint Vincent University, Halifax

We live in a time of such social awareness
that even the graffiti scribbled on wash-
room walls often take on moral and
political significance. One such popular
scrawl reminds us that Friedrich Nietzsche
was probably the first to coin the ‘God is

dead’ phrase, ft reads ‘God is dead—
Fred,' and below it are emblazoned the

words ‘Fred is dead!— God.’ A group of

students at one Western Canadian univer-

sity were recently addressed by a speaker
who entitled his talk The University Is

Dead— God.'

Some of us involved in university life

would be prepared to argue that in terms
of matters that really count the university,

if it isn’t dead, has at least come under the

serious and critical scrutiny of experts in

the intensive care unit and the present

prognosis is none too favorable. For,

whatever else we may wish to say about

the continuing influence of the youth

culture (or however we define the long-

term significance of a counter-culture or

cultural revolution), a profound question-

ing and dissatisfaction has in fact been
expressed and changes demanded within

the university environment over the last

decade. Peter Berger's simple explanation

may help us to understand the attack on
higher education in the last ten years. The
dominant spirit of childhood— the happy
childhood that most middle-class children

share—• has confronted the second most
dominant spirit in technological societies

— the spirit of bureaucratization common
to all institutions. The carefree, protected,

and highly personal life of childhood

confronts the highly regulated and im-

personal life of bureaucracy first of all in

educational institutions .

1

Social institutions such as the church or

the family, or political institutions such as

political parties, may once have been the

most logical object of youthful attack,

but their significance in defining social

reality seems very much to be replaced

by the universities. Where once the insti-

tutions that hosted the maturing years of

young adults were families and churches,

more young people than ever before now
literally 'grow up' within the confines of

the university environment.

Berger’s notion of these two dominant
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spirits leaves much unexplained— for

example, why should the present genera-

tion have acted so determinedly in the late

1 960s and early 1 970s when some of us

sat so passively in lecture halls only a

decade earlier? Nevertheless, the above
comments do open, at least, the question

as to how the university defines social

reality and what myths are operative as

the university engages in this vital task.

The problem may be not so much that the

university has the power to define social

reality for us but rather that it does so on

the basis of very particular, if not narrow,

assumptions rooted in its present faculty

and administration and their own profes-

sional training. That is, most of these

people fail to recognize the particularities

of their own myth-making.

The Sources of the Three Evils

I would like to discuss what I consider

to be three evil tendencies in university

education in Canada. Universities seem to

me to be increasingly anti-personal,

politically reactionary, and morally bank-

rupt. These evils are described as ten-

dencies because not all universities may
harbor them to the same extent, although

all halls of learning are subjected to the

forces that foster their unwelcome growth.

These forces likely include tightly rational-

ized academic traditions, the social status

of the university-trained, the effect of large

buildings and the maintenance of them,

the sheer size of most modern campuses
and their concomitant administrative

needs, and the increased importance and

power of universities in social and political

life. Emanations arising from these sources

inevitably push the university in the

undesirable directions that will be more
fully described below.

Anti-Personal— The First Evil

Firstly, the university tends to be anti-

personal. The phrase ‘anti-personal’ has

been deliberately chosen rather than

‘impersonal’ because the first expression

intimates that university life is somewhat
consciously against people rather than

quietly indifferent. Let me explain.

It is obvious now to most of us that

the university is increasingly anti-personal

(and here one might as readily have said

impersonal) when we consider the bureau-

cratization of the institution. Scores of

introductory classes across the country

have enrollments of from several hundreds

to several thousands, where the only

advantage to the student is that his or her

anonymity ensures an uninterrupted fifty-

minute nap. Or we might consider com-
puterized registration, which makes one’s

number 1 00667 more significant than

one's signature; or library regulations

designed to keep books on the shelf;

a library check-out service that dispenses
more feelings of criminality than it catches

stolen books; the profusion of faculty

lounges, which protect professors from

unwittingly revealing their humanity to

students over coffee. Whatever the regula-

tion, whatever the practice, the size, main-
tenance, and development of the total

physical plant in effect says that the

student is an object to be refined and
ought to recognize his or her passive role.

I recall one summer in the late 1960s
working at one of Southern Ontario’s most
renowned universities. Most students

employed by that mighty institution over

the summer had been flat broke at the end
of the spring term. Most students usually

are. Not only was the university in no
position to anticipate the needs of its own
student employees by issuing an advance
or at least an early paycheck, but a com-
puter payroll system ensured that no one
would be paid until summer’s end. I

remember requesting that I be permitted

to pick up my paycheck on the last day of

work because my family and I were moving
out of town. The answer received was that

the computer was programmed to print the

checks, feed them to envelopes, and mail

them to each employee at his or her

summer address. It was a cardinal rule

that there should be no interference in this

programmed process. I would have to

move to Alberta on the same threadbare

shoestring that I had worn all summer and
wait for the post office to forward my
desperately needed funds. Such difficul-

ties are experienced every day by all of us

who work within or for large impersonal

bureaucracies.

But there is a second and much more
serious level of the ‘anti-personal’ unique

to the universities, and that is the way the

academic pursuits engaged in emphasize
behavior rather than experience. In the

humanities and social sciences the

observable behavior of people is studied

to the exclusion of the introspective view

of the one who is experiencing the

behavior. But experience is every bit as

real as the behavior we observe that

reflects it.

R. D. Laing, the provocative British

psychiatrist, has shown us that experience

is but one side of reality and behavior an-

other. There is no inner and outer in human
experience save what we give those

names. In order to understand persons

we need to appreciate the total reality

about them. We need to take seriously the

experience that gives rise to behavior.

As Laing says: ‘Our behavior is a function

of our experience. We act according to the

way we see things. If our experience is

destroyed, our behavior will be destructive.

If our experience is destroyed, we have

lost our own selves.’ 2

I submit that it is just this overemphasis

on outward actions or behavior and

deemphasis of experience that fosters the

lack of appreciation on the part of the

student for his or her own experience.

In other words, a university education

teaches students to learn about the world

rather than to learn from the world, as

Ivan lllich puts it.
3 Lectures, reading lists,

term papers, and examinations all pres-

sure the student to see social realities as
something to be learned about, observed,

and memorized. To match these activities

there is little that would assist students in

appreciating their environment, sharing

and extending their talents, accepting and
critically weighing their own experience,

improving their activities by practice, and
developing their own wisdom and morality.

Is it any wonder university teachers com-
plain that students are inexperienced and
non-ref!ective? Students are so because
their training circumvents such self-

reflection.

To use an example from the field of

political studies: we teach students about
political institutions and political events,

but we do not attempt to practice political

action or responsible citizenship and then

critically evaluate our own performance.

Is Scientific Realism Anti-Personal?

There is a further difficulty in this over-

emphasis on observable behavior.

Academics call this approach to under-

standing the world around us scientific

realism. It is a realism that critically

analyzes and scientifically or systematic-

ally re-orders reality. What many of the

young, or those who think young, hunger
for is a new theory of human intelligence,

a new conception of human knowing, and
a new definition of reason. The Catholic

theologian Michael Novak has argued that

the university faculty (and not the adminis-

tration) is the real enemy of the student

in this struggle for a new understanding.

He says that ‘the faculty is the guardian of

the prevailing myth by which reality is to be

perceived; the prevailing definition of

reason, method, argumentation and even
perception. What the faculty says is im-

portant exists; what the faculty ignores

does not exist. Realism is what one learns

in college.’ 4 To paraphrase Novak, where
all experience, and especially that of the

student, is denied, social reality becomes
what the professor leads students to read

and observe by the methodology he

advocates. Critics of this realism are

joined by some young students in calling

for a replacement of analytical reason

by a consciousness that maintains, again

as does Michael Novak, that 'myth and

symbol, feeling and fantasy, experience

and imagination, sensitivity and sensibility,

are given an explicit role in the expression

of ethical and political perception and

action.’ 5 As advocates of realism we, the

faculty, have for too long been calling such

dimensions of human understanding mere
romanticism, irrationality, or self-

indulgence.

Is Competitive Work Anti-Personal?

Finally, I thinkthe university is un-

restrainedly anti-personal because of its

inordinate emphasis on hard, competitive

work. Success, in university circles, is

seen as what I achieve ‘in relation to

others,’ what I achieve by stepping over

and on my fellow students or faculty
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members. The emphasis on scientific

realism makes all endeavors subject to

the criticism of fellow students, but its

extension in the psychological realm is

jealousy for another’s achievement,

secrecy surrounding a new or previously

unexpressed idea, and a hulking pride

over a higher grade.

The emphasis on learning about things

and activities rules out an appreciation

of the inner risks, development, and per-

sonal growth and enlargement, which
might better have constituted our defini-

tion of success, and in a much less

competitive way. No less a person than

Albert Einstein complained that the

coercive cramming practices of modern
higher education caused him to find

consideration of scientific problems
'distasteful ... for an entire year ,!t is

in fact nothing short of a miracle,’ Einstein

observed, 'that the modern methods of

instruction have not yet entirely strangled

the holy curiosity of inquiry
’*

Our emphasis on hard work done in

seclusion also fails miserably to appre-
ciate how work accomplished in private

is profoundly indebted to the prior

accomplishments of others and the

protective and critical environment of our
contemporaries.

Politically Reactionary— The Second
Evil

Our private scholastic endeavors have
as well a political significance that we
seldom if ever recognize. In the first place

what we find when we engage in research

(our results) may have profound political

implications, depending of course on our

degree of willingness to publicize our
findings— for example, the discovery or

measurement of an inadequate or poorly

administered social service. Secondly, the

kinds of questions we research will vary in

political significance. If we choose a study— let’s say, ‘A Comparative Analysis of

the Longevity of Government-Issued
Pencil Erasers as Utilized by a Random
Sampling of Halifax-Dartmouth Grade One
Pupils’— our findings are not likely to

have too much political importance.

Another question related, for example,

to the degree of successful performance
of any social or political institution or

agency is bound to have more political

significance. But our private research is

politically relevant not only in what we find

and what we question but also in how we
investigate. Some forms of investigation—
for example, participant observation •

—

may lead to an involvement and identifi-

cation with persons being studied that a

distant analysis based on sample surveys,

for another example, might never risk.

The methodology we employ may
narrow the field of questions that we are

able to ask, since some could never be
tackled by certain methods. By its very

nature controlled experimentation can
never accurately reproduce the actual

social experience it seeks to understand.

Again, few researchers consider how the

timing of a study may have political

relevance either by calling attention to

particular problems or by making certain

results acceptable to the recipients of the

research. It is true that students are more
and more aware of unforeseen conse-

quences of new discoveries what with our

new awareness of the environmental

crisis. But all too few researchers consider

the very political question as to who
should get the results of completed
studies.

Precious little research is carried on
with a view to developing a better life for

forgotten minorities and letting them get

the results. What we require may be
counter-research that imaginatively and
stubbornly attempts to propound and
develop stark new alternatives to outworn

ways of doing things.

Ivan lllich calls for such counter-

research, what he describes as ‘research

on alternatives to the products which now
dominate the market; ... to schools and
the packaging process which refuses

education to those who are not of the

right age, who have not gone through the

right curriculum, who have not sat in a

classroom a sufficient number of succes-

sive hours, who will not pay for their

learning with submission to custodial care,

screening and certification or with indoc-

trination in the values of the dominant
elite.'

7

Provocative statements like lllich's

above may remind academics that our

quiet studies in carpeted offices do not

cease to be political just because we
avoid taking sides. Our decision not to

engage upon a study that would be given

over to the poor for use against the

existing economic and political order,

far from being politically neutral, is in fact

politically reactionary. We fail to recognize

that even our feeble attempts at neutrality

are rooted in the naive assumption that

the political and educational climate and
institutions within which we work are also

neutral and harmless, if not powerless.

American academics need only reflect on

the fact that from 65 to 75% of all univer-

sity research is directly or indirectly

sponsored by government agencies to

show the error of such an assumption.

And as Canadians we need only remind

ourselves that not too long ago our per

capita spending on defense research,

including that on germ warfare and bomb
components for use in Southeast Asia, was
greater than that of the United States.®

Perhaps the larger error we make as

academics is to assume that our 'politi-

cally neutral’ empiricism removes us from

a particular political position or commit-

ment. What our stance does in fact is to

make us full-fledged participants in the

existing way of doing and seeing things.

What reforms we may propound will all,

in the final analysis, serve the existing

social order. What is stifled within us, says

Michael Novak, is the ‘revolutionary,

utopian, visionary impulse.’ 9 We come
instead to accept compromise, patience,

and acquiescence. We grow incapable of

attacking problems in such a way as to

build a significantly better system because
we fail to strike with imagination and
concern at the very roots of the traditional

pattern and order. Our research produces

reforms that are tacked on to the present

social system. Yet 'there is compelling

evidence,’ says Novak, 'that realistic social

and political reforms do not, in fact, alter

power arrangements or weaken key

interest groups in our society; political

symbols change, but the same elites

remain in unchallenged power.’ 10 What we
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are actually doing is concretizing or

hypostatizing certain social, political,

economic, or educational alternatives and
making them harden into reality or into

the only possibilities, while fragile, faintly

visible possibilities become increasingly

buried by the so-called tried and true.

Moral Bankruptcy— The Third Evil

The overall style of our teaching and
research with its unquestioned realism

and emphasis on behavior, conducted as

it is with such political naivetb, is the

source of the third evil to be found on
Canadian campuses— that is, moral

bankruptcy.

Where students learn about social

reality without an equal emphasis on
learning from that reality, professors have
the power to define reality by the reading

lists they distribute, by the assigned

topics of their term papers, by the

approved methodologies they lecture

upon, and by the content of their final

examinations. The discrediting of student

experience is damaging to the students

personally, and like a cancerous growth it

sinks into the inner consciousness of

students to the point where students find

it ever more difficult to recognize what
they themselves think and feel. But, as

well, this deprecation of experience eats

away the basis from which students feel

concern and responsibility for others.

The realism of university education tends

to destroy the basis upon which wisdom
and morality must be founded— that is,

personal experience and intelligent

reflection upon it.

Michael Polanyi, that great philosopher

of science, talks about the ‘tacit dimen-
sion’ to human knowing— ‘we know more
than we can tell.’ We can ‘recognize’ a

friend's face yet be unable to describe the

separate features of that face. We recog-

nize the parts of a frog, a machine, or

whatever because of our prior knowledge
of the whole to which they belong.11

The experience of the student is

analogous to Polanyi’s tacit dimension

of knowing. The student learns better, the

wider his or her experience and his or

her own reflection on it. If the student's

own experience is downgraded or, even
worse, disoriented and distorted, by

repeated and highly sophisticated assaults

on it by faculty and student arguments
and examples, the well from which the

student’s behavior is drawn becomes
an empty shaft encrusted with self-

distrust. What I refer to is a repudiation

of experience rather than a disagreement
involving differing experiences. The dis-

agreement between opposing positions is,

of course, to be welcomed. But the ten-

dency to deny the existence or importance

of positions, or even the importance of

position-taking (commitment) as proffered

under the guise of scientific objectivity,

is destructive of the roots of wisdom and
morality. When university education does
not draw on experiential resources, they

dry up. Students come to overlook and
distrust what is in themselves. They have
less within upon which to shape patterns

without. Inward emptiness and moral
bankruptcy are a direct result of the style

of university education in the past and its

continued refusal to consider seriously the

emptiness it has caused.
In short, university education is built

on specific stories or myths about what
the real world is like and how we can
come to know it. Our practices and
methodologies have made ciphers out of

persons by measuring success by grades,

size, volume, and control; robbed students

of their self-respect by discounting their

personal experience; made competing
cranks out of faculty by rewarding their

fiercest competitive tendencies; blinded

us from our political responsibilities to

change the social order and to serve the

defenseless segments of the human
community, by encouraging secluded

research for governments and business;

made a virtue of passivity, caution, and
indecision even in times of the most dire

social need; bureaucratized the wisdom of

the ages; and convinced a generation of

scholars that their ideals must be tailored

to fit reality—that a lack of moral com-
mitment would somehow not only enhance
scholarship but change the world for the

better. For these and other reasons we
can fairly add moral bankruptcy to the

description of the present evils integral

to university education.

Can We Justify Our Continued
Association with Universities?

What we ought seriously to be questioning

is how as faculty and students we can in

all conscience continue to associate

ourselves with a university.

Some of us justify our association with

a particular university or a particular role

or position in a university by arguing that

it is less evil fhan others. The justification

for staying on in a teaching position

should be made, however, only as we
struggle to reexamine the myths that

undergird the university and our own
understanding of them. I would contend

that the uncloaking of myths is the central

task of all students or academics be they

social or natural scientists, philosophers,

or theologians, and that the uncloaking

must necessarily begin with ourselves, our

own training, and the institutions with

which we are associated.

Secondly, perhaps as faculty members
we can justify an extended contract with

the university if our teaching practices

enable students to learn from the world

rather than simply about it. Hence, we can

teach political institutions and we can

practice citizenship. We can open up the

universities to those who want to learn;

the desire to learn is their eligibility to

enroll, not prerequisite courses, ability to

pay, or certification. Or perhaps we can

justify our attachment to the university as

we detach ourselves and take our books,

ideas, and knowledge to be used by the
larger community outside.

We should justify our research only as it

becomes counter-research, research that

recognizes its political obligations and
struggles to construct radical alternatives

for a new society; research that can be
employed by those who most need it and
seldom have access to it—the poor, the

dispossessed, the politically defenseless
minorities.

Thirdly, we can justify our continued
association with the university by
struggling to build a new moral view of

ourselves and our education. The return

to morality in a post-scientific world view
would certainly demand the continuance
of scientific and philosophic analyses and
comparisons of moral positions and
ethical problems. But in addition all of us,

faculty and students alike, would need to

express our questions of conscience, we
would need to encourage intelligent

commitments and consciously engage
one another with our sense of social

obligation and personal convictions. Such
activity is rooted in the understanding
that it is our duty to ‘profess’ and that

commitment, far from destroying

objectivity, can be the very source of

openess and morally responsible

.directions.

It would be comforting to think that the

development and living out of such con-
victions may yet lead to some more
humane, politically aware, and morally

sensitive community of scholars in the

future.
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Edijcational
Research
Studies
Various studies carried out under the

contract program of the Ontario Ministry

of Education have been published for the

Ministry by the Ontario Institute for Studies

in Education so that the maximum
information on Ontario innovations and
issues will be accessible to educators

and researchers.

The following are the first twelve titles to

be published.

Meeting Problems of

Declining School Enrolment

by E. Brock Rideout, Jack Murray,

Christine Sylvester, and Marion Harris

How should school boards proceed when
closing a school seems to be the solution

to declining enrollment? Nine case
studies of proposed closings are analyzed

and specific procedures recommended.
$2.00

The Junior Kindergarten Study

by K. G. O'Bryan, 0. M. Kuplowska, and
M. H. O’Bryan

An objective look at a controversial issue:

should Ontario teacher education insti-

tutions remain as the only certificating

body for teachers of Junior Kindergarten

level? $2.00

Teaching Computer Studies

by Thomas E. Hull, Richard C. Holt, and
Corley Phillips

An investigation revealing the need for

support materials—textbooks, references,

computer software and hardware—for

teaching Computer Studies courses in

Ontario high schools. $1.50

Classroom Computers and
Programming Languages
by Thomas E. Hull and Richard C. Holt

Based on successful classroom trial, this

report advocates the use of on-site mini-

computer systems supporting SP/k, a

subset of the PL/1 language, for Computer
Studies courses. Learning was signifi-

cantly easier and student interest

stimulated. $ .75

Open-Concept Programs in

Open-Area Schools

by Donald Musella, Alphonse Selinger,

and Marjorie Arikado

A discussion of the advantages and dis-

advantages of open-area schools, and
suggestions for implementation of

open-concept programs. $2.00

The Class Size Question

by Doris W. Ryan and T. Barr Greenfield

An exploration of the many variables that

confound research investigation of the

pupil/teacher ratio issue, and a specifi-

cation of the conditions for valid and
fruitful studies in future. $5.00

An Evaluation of the Career Development
Credit Course
by Edward B. Harvey, Margaret Slaght,

and Vandra L. Masemann
The CDCC covers both job information

and personal development in preparing

students for further education or for the

labor market. But how successful is it?

$3.00

Occupational Graduates and the

Labour Force

by Edward B. Harvey and Vandra L.

Masemann
A comprehensive study of the employ-
ment patterns and personal experiences
of students who had followed an occu-
pational program in Ontario secondary
schools. How well did this program
prepare them for life? $2.50

©
Ontario

An Evaluation of the Student Guidance
Information Service

by Edward B. Harvey, Vandra L. Mase-
mann, and Arminee Kazanjian

How effectively is the SGIS meeting the

occupational and education-informational

needs of Ontario high school students?

This research measures this effectiveness

and suggests ways in which students can
take full advantage of the program. $2.50

Sharing School Facilities with the

Trainable Retarded
by B. Chris Nash and Alan McQuistin
A comparison of student behavior and
development in both a segregated and a

semi-integrated situation; research data
and a bibliography are included. $2.00

French from Age Eight, or Eleven?

by H. H. Stern, Clare Burstall, and
Birgit Harley

An evaluation of research from a British

experiment that shows that children learn

French more efficiently from age 1 1

,

implying that the optimum age for learn-

ing a foreign language is not before

age 10. $2.50

Current Ontario Elementary School
Mathematics Programs
by H. Howard Russell, Floyd G. Robinson,

Carla Wolfe, and Carol Dimond
In this comprehensive examination, the

authors conclude that the judgment of

teachers and principals clearly indicates

some gain in student performance in

mathematics over the past seven years.

$5.00

Remittance is requested by check or

money order payable to OISE. All orders

of $1 0 and under must be prepaid; there

is no handling charge. Write to:

Publications Sales

Ontario Institute for Studies in Education

252 Bloor Street West
Toronto, Ontario M5S 1V6.

Ministry

of

Education
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Education
.

A PERSONAL VIEWPOINT

Inge Wolfgang
Harbord Collegiate Institute, Toronto

When the non-professional thinks about

physical education it usually goes like

this ... Oh yeah! . . rP.T. . . . basketball

. . . football . . . baseball . . . Olympics . .

.

the fastest times ... a 14-year-old girl

swam across Lake Ontario? . .
.
peewee

leagues . .
.

jock straps . . . leotards . .

.

sweat, sweat, sweat . . . heart attacks,

jogging, cycling, swimming . .

.

When governments think about physical

education it may go like this . . . Sport

Canada . . . Participation . . . finances . .

.

76 Olympics in Montreal . . . buildings,

computers, personnel, construction . .

.

money, money, money . . . medals,

medals, medals . .

.

When a physical educator thinks about

his profession it goes like this . . . sched-

ules, coaching duties, practices . .

.

facilities, finances, personnel . .

.

programs, salaries, opportunities for

advancement . .

.

When a student thinks about physical

education it goes like this . .
.
game-time,

fun . . . testing . .

.

prowess . . . size is

important . . . winning is the thing . .

.

you’ve either got it or you don’t . . . it’s a

drag . . . it’s the easy subject, not like

math . .

.

All of the above have valid perceptions

about physical education— but something

has been lost over the last decade or so.

The ’something’ is not exclusive to

physical education: it is the malaise of

the 70s. The time of transition should be
over—the upsets caused by the Beatles,

the pill, the sexual revolution, drugs, war,

Watergate, space travel, assassinations,

atrocities to the human condition, famine

and drought . . . but, of course, some of

these problems are still with us. Many
theories have been expounded on how to

right the wrongs of the world. It would
be ludicrous to propose yet another

unrealistic solution. But perhaps a time for

soul-searching, re-grooving, re-evaluating

our position in the next decade is ripe.

There is a bronze plaque of three

hurdlers by R. Tait McKenzie, and its title,

The Joy of Effort,’ remains to me all-

inspiring. Never more so than at the

present moment. After working for ten

years in my chosen vocation, I had the

rare opportunity to quit for eight months.

In that time I traveled extensively visiting

schools and other educational institutions,

libraries, and museums in different

cultures; and I even returned to university

as an undergraduate.

In Jamaica I visited schools at all the

social levels from exclusive private

schools to those in the heart of Kingston’s

shantytown. In Trinidad I visited composite

and intermediate schools, like our voca-

tional schools. In comparison with our

own program content, similarities were far

more prevalent than differences. For

example, outdoor athletics (or track and
field) was most popular; there was cricket

for boys, netball for girls; and there were
the indoor creative sports— dance,

calisthenics. At the secondary school level

there were swimming programs— of

course, in outdoor pools.

But the outstanding sentiment I saw
toward all education was its integral

importance to the individual— the eager-

ness to learn, to achieve one's potential.

As a guest from Canada I was treated

royally. I was honored by performances

for me alone after the long school day was
ended. (The school begins at 7:30 a.m.

and the first session ends at 2 p.m.— but

the playing fields are full until after sunset.)

Even in the poorest neighborhoods I was
always treated to refreshments of tea or

coconut milk, cookies and sandwiches.

If I arrived at lunchtime, then automatically

I was a luncheon guest. These amenities

were much appreciated. But the thing

that sticks out for me was ‘the joy of

effort’ evident everywhere. This pervasive

feeling was on the tired teachers’ faces

and in the supple children’s bodies.

In one particular school, on the morning

of my visit the parish priest had allowed

the modern dance (co-ed) class for

1 0-to-1 4-year-olds to be held in the court-

yard of the school where devotions

normally were held. The only music
available was the creative teacher’s use

'

of two blocks of wood from Jamaica’s

national tree, the ‘lignum vitae.’ She beat

the blocks together for a 5/4 rhythm—
tick, ticky, tick, tick, tick. What followed

was for me the most exhilarating move-
ment class I have ever witnessed. The
children danced, localizing body parts

(as the teacher’s lesson focus dictated)—
but so fluidly; with such energy; with such

joy! These children were average on all

our educational measuring sticks. What
was the difference?

The answer, I feel, is a most compli-

cated one; some part surely must come
from being less advantaged, closer to

one’s roots, having the time to be a young
child and enjoy the experience of dis-

covery. If I describe the setting, I am sure

you will find it quaint, charming, and

romantic. There I was seated comfortably

in the shade of a large banyan tree on

a terrazzo patio in the tropical sunlight,

in the courtyard of a pastel-colored two-

story quadrangular school and adjacent

church with belfry. The neighbor’s roasting
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goat meat filled my nostrils, and clucking

hens accentuated the counter-rhythm of

the still morning air. The girls and boys

were barefoot, wearing dark-colored

shorts and white T-shirts. The girls had

little bows in their curiy hair. Not one child

seemed the least uninterested, fidgety, or

lethargic.

In a secondary commercial school the

principal had hired a member of Jamaica's

National Dance Theatre Company as an

instructor for an after-school dance

program for girls. The afternoon I visited

this school, the printing shop prepared an

artistic brochure for me, and about twenty

girls put on eight full-scale productions

in costume with taped musical accompani-
ment. The caliber of dance was excellent

(indeed, of professional studio quality).

The choreographies were amply loaded

with folk movement and modern balletic

movement. Because I was interested

to see technique, the performance was
preceded by an hour of technique class,

with a bongo player as accompanist.

Needless to say, I was very impressed.

As I left the school, after the (by now)

usual reception for me, at about 6 p.m.,

1 was pleasantly surprised to see young
people still out on the field doing their

‘athletics’ quite informally.

The desire to grasp whatever schools

have to offer is prevalent throughout the

Caribbean. Most schools run two shifts

every day: that is, morning school until

2 p.m. and another session until 6 or

7 p.m. The dedicated teachers indeed

need to be recognized— it was not

unusual to have the same administrative

staff throughout the double shifts.

But the joy!

Perhaps we have become too caught up
in facilities, teaching aids, new method-
ologies. Perhaps to return to ‘the joy of

effort’ would help us to reach our potential.

The media have been reviewing

Canada’s Olympic hopes, the tact that we
are young, unsophisticated in international

sport, under-coached, under-financed,

under-everything. I feel some of us have

lost the joy of effort, the dedication, self-

discipline, enthusiasm, and self-sacrifice

needed for excellence. The current films

and TV programs have been examining

basic human values increasingly over the

last few years, and many are researching

the value of sport. Debates about the

value of exercise and physical fitness vie

for time alongside the soap operas. Then
there’s Kareen’s Yoga, Ed Allen’s fitness

— a bombardment of physical culture.

Stores are laden with gadgets for home
fitness and weight-training programs.

But until the emphasis for sport returns

to the concept of the joy of effort, all else

remains commercial and therefore the

great majority of people respond with

apathy.

The common physical education class

in every school in Ontario, indeed Canada,

must strive to search for joy, for movement
for its own sake; for excellence. This

Ms. Wolfgang, Head of Girls' Physical and
Health Education at Harbord Collegiate

in Toronto, is a specialist in dance and
gymnastics. She is at present preparing

a book on teaching dance in the high

school and junior college.

quality is not guaranteed by Olympic-size
swimming pools with underwater speakers
and lighting, three- and ten-metre diving

boards, trampolets as a high-diving

lead-up, game clocks, or whatever other

paraphernalia now exist. The best nutrition

available in the world has not achieved

a nation of fit Canadians.

Why? Discipline, the ability to say no
to oneself, has ceased to be a value.

The easy road, with soft couches and
indirect lighting, is so much more com-
fortable. Where can these old principles

be reinstated? In physical education

classes. A healthy, happy child, respecting

his or her body and its full potential for life

—that’s where it’s at. To go backwards,
to try once again to reach the joy of effort,

should be our aim.
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Today
Is the First Day

THE RITUAL GAME
Richard Lonetto

University of Guelph

‘Today is the first day of a new world. The
total population of this world consists of

the members of this class. You will have
to form tribes in order to survive. Organize

tribes of seven to twelve students and try

to avoid putting friends in the same group.’

So begins the ritual game—an exercise

in developing awareness of specific

social problems. 1

Designed to produce an understanding

of social orders, the forms they take, and
what membership in each of them
involves, the ritual game makes students

responsible for establishing social orders,

formulating their governing principles,

identifying behavior that deviates from

those principles, and developing means
(referred to as rituals) of coping with

deviants. The game cannot operate

successfully in a vacuum; it must be pre-

ceded by careful preparation. This, of

course, is the teacher’s responsibility, and
throughout the exercise he remains active

in the roles of consultant-facilitator and
messenger. He it is who brings to the

tribes reports of survival-threatening

events with which they must find means
of coping—floods, earthquakes, crop

failures, economic collapse, and the like.

But one of his most important tasks comes
as the game begins—having introduced

it and overseen the setting up of tribes, he
must guide the students in an examination

of what a ritual is, the forms it may take,

the enunciation of it, and how it works to

maintain the social order. Let us look now
at the ritual game as it was successfully

used with students.

The first task of the newly formed tribes

was to decide what type of society they

would adopt. Having made that decision,

each tribe drew up rules for its operation

and identified the major deviancy prob-

lems that were likely to arise. I specified

that the problems had to deal with

deviancy as it related to the topics

covered in class, but the game is suffi-

ciently flexible to permit the introduction

of other topics. During the organizational

period, a few students left their tribes;

some faced the problems of trying to

contact another tribe, while others banded
together to form a new tribe.

The second tribal task was to devise a

ritual—the tribe’s own particular method
of dealing with deviants. Usually two 30-

to 40-minute sessions were required to

get tribes to the point of writing up their

rituals. Much of this time was devoted to

organization; the students had to deal

with the frustrations, agonies, and rewards

of forming a working community. When
the task was completed, I collected from

each tribe a detailed statement of its ritual

and its operational rules. One of the

cardinal rules throughout was that rituals

be carried out in the presence of all

members of the tribe concerned. After

passing through the ritual, a student might

find himself free of the charge of deviancy

or no longer a member of his tribe. Feed-
back sessions, attended by all tribes,

provided opportunities for the discussion

of common problems.

Some of the results of these two tasks

are shown in the box.

Student Comments
Students’ comments, as recorded in their

diaries, fell largely into four categories:

acceptance, rejection, and role differ-

entiation within the tribe; leadership;

organizational problems and decision-

making; and evaluation of the game. In

matters of acceptance and rejection,

students acknowledged both group and
individual rights. They saw that just as a

group may reject one of its members, so

a member may reject his group. As the

student comments reveal, the most clearly

defined role position was demonstrated

by the capitalist tribe.

Acceptance, Rejection, and Role

Differentiation within the Tribe

Acceptance: 'I think I’m accepted by the

group since my ideas are listened to even
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though they may not be accepted by all

and friendly criticism is given.’

(democratic female)

‘I felt like part of the tribe. . . . This I

think stems from John (the tribe leader)

— if he seems to accept you, you feel

included ... if he accepts you it seems
natural to assume that others do too.’

(democratic female)

These comments are typical of all tribes

in that the group appears to be external

to the individual and capable of giving

both social rewards and punishment.

Rejection: Two members left the tribe

almost unnoticed—nobody even gave
them a chance to voice their objections.

. . . There was no rejection of individuals

by the group but there seemed to be
rejection of the group by a few individuals

who didn’t participate and seemed
uninterested.’ (democratic female)

'One male and two females did not

make any contribution to the group
Some members may, toward the end,

have rejected them. I did not do so
myself.’ (utopian female)

In the ritual game, acceptance and
rejection were tied to recognition or non-

recognition of self and of the contributions

and ideas of other tribe members.
Acceptance by one’s tribe frequently

brought with it rejection of other members
and other tribes.

Role Differentiation: ‘My role in the tribe

was a silent one because of the frustra-

tion of being dominated by an individual

who seemed to know it all. ... I too went
along with the crowd. . . . How typical

!’

(democratic male)

"One male and one female took the

position of expressing ideas and giving

opinions. . . . Another member acted as

critic. This criticism was never destructive

. . . and prompted other members to say

what they felt and work together on new
ideas. . . . Most members seemed
enthusiastic and involved.' (capitalist

male)

Leadership

‘Feel o.k. Do not feel infringed upon. I’m

the leader. . . . Don't mind so much
because there’s others. Fascinating to

watch the interaction. I sometimes wonder
how the others react to me being the

organizer . . . maybe the "quieter” indi-

viduals feel repressed by the more vocal

leaders.’ (democratic male)

The leader should make an attempt to

draw out the silent members. Shyness
may have kept them from making valuable

contributions.' (utopian female)

Two males were vying for the position

(of leader). One male, although having

some fine suggestions, was rather dicta-

torial in his tone and showed little interest

in hearing anyofie else’s ideas. A vote

was taken and the male who had com-
bined both an ability to listen and to

suggest emerged as leader.’ (democratic

male)

The ritual game appears to be a rela-

tively painless method of acquainting

students with the intricacies of inter-

personal interaction.

Organizational Problems and
Decision-Making
‘In our first meeting, the tribe gathered . .

.

everyone with heads down to avoid too

much eye contact with others around. The
atmosphere seemed tense with those

who did talk making nervous jokes. . .

.

Our second meeting ... a good deal was
accomplished. Also, the initial shyness
was being conquered.’ (democratic male)

There were members who seemed
more enthralled with argument and were
out for self-interest—their topic evolved

around “I think" not "We as a group
might consider." ’ (utopian female)

'I had the distinct feeling that the

decisions were not acceptable to many
members but they were not opposed
simply because it would only start a whole
new set of arguments.’ (socialist male)

The final frustration with group decision-

making was registered in the comment of

a female member of the utopian tribe

—

'At least we agreed on something.’

Evaluation of the Game
'We all live in a working democracy, not

an ideal one, and each member found it

difficult to get outside his own set of

beliefs and values.’ (democratic male)

'An interesting after-effect of the group
project was that members felt they shared

a common bond and greeted each other

in classes and in the halls after the project

had been completed. The project had
involved strangers in a common task and
produced new friendships.' (capitalist

male)

‘I wonder whether in the real world our

tribe would have survived.’ This comment
appeared in the student records of

practically all the tribes with the exception

of the capitalists.

The most interesting aspect of the

evaluations, and of the game itself, is that

no individual noted or lamented the fact

that there were no 'happy deviants.’ This

outcome is in line with Maslow’s views on
North American psychology:

‘No textbooks have chapters on fun and
gaiety, or leisure and meditation, on
loafing and puttering, on aimless, useless,

and purposeless activity . .
.
psychology

is busily occupying itself with only half

of life to the neglect of the other—and
perhaps more important—half.’ 2

Notes:

1 . Inquiries and discussion concerning

the ritual game are encouraged and
should be addressed to Dr. Richard

Lonetto, Department of Psychology,

University of Guelph, Guelph, Ontario

NIG 2W1

.

2. A. H. Maslow, Motivation and Per-

sonality (New York: Harper, 1954),

pp. 291-292.

Type of Tribal Society Major Deviancy Problems The Ritual

Democratic Behavior that would change the nature

of democracy.

Individual behavior that opposed the

majority.

Any procedure, involving social pressures,

accepted by the majority, that would

ostracize the individual.

Utopian Violation of any law or rule supported by

five-sixths of the society.

Selfishness that interferes with the proper

functioning of the state.

Confrontation with a bill of rights that

acknowledges the complete supremacy of

majority decision. Failure to subscribe to

this principle in writing renders the deviant

liable to such treatment as is deemed

appropriate by his peers.

Socialist Non-protection of individual rights.

Formation of an upper class or a class

system wherein a particular group sees

itself as making the greatest contribution

to the country.

A procedure similar to the democratic

ritual.

Capitalist Refusal to work.

Formation of splinter groups.

Acts against the established order.

A system of payments designed to get

people to perform tasks required by

society. A procedure designed to induce

recognition of law-making as the pre-

rogative of the ‘in group’ and to elicit

acceptance of the need for established

groups to hold the voting power essential

to control.

Matriarchal Failure to obey laws made by women. A system of controls that would have

power over national observances and

social welfare.

Ours as it is Lack of vigor, public indifference,

sexual deviancy.

Any reasonable procedure that costs a

good deal of money. (The ritual itself was

seen as unimportant: the premise was that

if it were expensive, people would believe

in its effectiveness.)
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'We Want a Meeting'

J. A. Browne, OISE

‘Johnny and Bill are fighting again,’ Susan
reported as her grade 1 class came in

from recess. ‘We want a meeting. It’s our

problem too. Their fights spoil our fun.’

The teacher nodded. When all the chil-

dren had returned, she called them close

to her in a semicircle and said, ’I under-

stand there is a problem.’ Smoldering
hostility flared. ‘We can’t play if Johnny

and Bill are always fighting. It stops our

games,’ Mary burst out. ‘Did you know
that your fighting interfered with our

recess?’ demanded Hazel. The two boys

shook their heads. ‘Why do you fight so

much?’ queried Harry. Johnny looked sad

and hung his head but Bill smiled. Then
Jim suggested that maybe Bill liked to

fight, especially with people who didn’t

want to or couldn't fight, and Bill’s smile

disappeared.

The discussion continued and the chil-

dren discovered that Johnny and Bill

always played on opposite sides in games.
Perhaps this was part of their problem.

The class suggested that playing on the

same side might help them get along

together and become friends. Johnny and
Bill agreed, smiled, and shook hands. The
discussion took ten minutes. The teacher

thought, 'We could have handled that

better but the children are becoming a
group and they are beginning to solve

problems.’

This incident is typical of the situations

faced by grade 1 students in a problem-
solving program conducted in the Went-
worth County schools during the school

year 1 972/73. Sponsored by the Ministry

of Education and the Laidlaw Foundation,

the program was a cooperative effort >

involving the local school system and the

Department of Psychiatry, McMaster
University. Fourteen teachers and three

mental health consultants took part. The
teachers were divided into three working

groups, and from October to May each
group held weekly meetings with the same
consultant to discuss behavioral problems
experienced in their classrooms. The
meetings were designed to develop

interpersonal skills in problem definition,

identify alternative solutions and evaluate

probable outcomes, and improve methods
of involving students in these processes.

Participating teachers were also en-

couraged to conduct classroom meetings,

similar to the one described earlier, deal-

ing with problems identified by themselves

or their students. Open-ended discus-

sions were another part of the program
and focused on such subjects as ‘Why be
polite?’ 'What are feelings?’ 'What do you
do with them?’ The teachers taped the

classroom sessions for presentation at

their weekly meetings. After listening to

the tapes, the groups explored alternative

ways of asking questions, directing

discussions, and conducting problem-
solving or inquiry meetings.

The probfem-solving approach devel-

oped by the teachers took the following

general form:

1 . The teacher or one of the students

identified a problem about which he or

she felt something should be done.

2. The teacher checked to see if the class

understood the issue and agreed that it

was a problem.

3. Children and teacher discussed their

feelings about the problem.

4. The class suggested alternative solu-

tions and talked about them.

5. With the teacher’s guidance, the

children explored the possible conse-
quences of the various solutions and how
they felt about them.

6. Finally, and again with the teacher’s

help, the children chose the solution they

found most acceptable in the light of the

attendant circumstances. If some of the
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children disagreed with the choice, the

teacher might respond in a variety of

ways: go back to step 1 and redefine the

problem; accept multiple solutions; or

accept majority opinion and acknowledge
the students’ right to disagree.

This approach may sound complicated,

but in practice it is simple and is usually

completed in less than fifteen minutes.

One taped meeting in which a long-

standing problem was presented and
resolved took only eight and a half

minutes. The teacher was concerned
about the length of time her class took to

distribute their math blocks and asked
why, in spite of her repeated requests for

improvement, the problem persisted. The
children pointed out that the blocks were
of different colors and the ones they

wanted were often underneath others. In

reply to the teacher’s query as to what
difference the colors made, the children

stated that 'boys should have boy colors

and girls girl colors.’ 'What’s the differ-

ence between boy colors and girl colors?’

she asked. After some discussion, the

children decided that there really were not

'boy colors’ or ‘girl colors’ and that, in

future, they would take whatever blocks

were on top. Later in the project, the

teacher reported that she had had no
further trouble with the blocks. Her con-

sultant group saw this as a good example
of the constructive use of peer pressure.

The children had made a reasoned deci-

sion and taken it upon themselves to see
that it was respected.

All classroom discussions were subject

to certain restrictions. For example, no
child was allowed to talk destructively of

his family’s personal problems. Com-
ments of this sort were dealt with through

generalizations such as, ‘Sometimes big

people are hard to understand—they have
their problems too,’ or ‘But we are here in

our own group.’ The child’s right to expect

help from the class and his responsibility

to give help to the class were stressed

throughout. It was not just the teacher’s

class, it was his class too.

The program goal was to help teachers

work with their students in the creation of

an open and facilitative atmosphere. The
significance of this atmosphere was
underlined by Truax and Carkhuff in

their findings:

'At the primary and preschool level

there is additional evidence for the effec-

tiveness of high levels of facilitative

conditions [empathy, warmth, and
genuineness] and the ineffectiveness

resultant from the absence or low levels

of these conditions. . . . Christensen

(1960), for example, found the warmth of

teachers to be significantly related to the

vocabulary and arithmetic achievement
of primary grade pupils .

,J

The ability of both teacher and children

to identify, label, and share feelings devel-

oped in proportion to the degree of

warmth or ‘facilitative conditions' present

in the classroom. Since feelings can either

enhance or destroy this atmosphere,

negative feelings were quickly dealt with.

Admittedly there were tears on a few
occasions, but tears are hot new in

primary classrooms. The teacher was
active in all discussions, and in becoming
more aware of and able to deal with her

own feelings was helped to protect, em-
pathize with, and support children who
were feeling badly. She became a model
for the children and shared with them the

realization that the feelings Johnny dis-

played were familiar to her and to the

other students. There was no 'hot seating’

or ’scapegoating’; by simply generalizing

to herself and the other children she

demonstrated that feelings are universal.

Armed with this knowledge, the class

explored what they did when they felt as

Johnny had, and the discussion shifted

naturally to a consideration of such ques-
tions as, 'How do we deal with bad feel-

ings?’ or 'Why don't we tell people they

have hurt our feelings before we get mad
at them?’ This structured problem-solving

kept feelings and personal relationships

in appropriate perspective, and both

teacher and children were comfortable in

dealing with the feelings that emerged.
The project received no unfavorable

criticism from parents, and the children

complained only if a discussion was not

sufficiently relevant or 'took too long’

—

over fifteen minutes.

Eleven of the fourteen teachers stated

that the program was worthwhile and of

significant help to them. Many agreed that

teaching was more fun when their stu-

dents shared the responsibility for solving

classroom problems. One teacher com-
mented that, 'In the daily activities of

teaching, there are too many problems for

one person. It is nice to share the load

with the students. Just because they’re

little or young doesn't mean they can’t

help.’ Some of her colleagues added that

the classroom meetings gave them an
opportunity to show the warm respect they

felt for their students.

The Wentworth County experience
suggests that primary grade children and
their teachers can successfully engage in

problem-solving meetings focusing on
class difficulties, attitudes, and feelings.

Through these meetings, their relation-

ships are strengthened and the learning

atmosphere increases in warmth and
empathy. The ‘knowledge boom' has
placed special emphasis on problem-
solving, for it is a skill of ever-increasing

worth in a world of changing knowledge
and values.

Note:

1 . R. R. Carkhuff and C. B. Truax, 'Toward
Explaining Success and Failure in Inter-

personal Learning Experiences,’ in

Donald L. Avila, A. W. Combs, and W. W.
Purkey, eds., The Helping Relationship

Sourcebook (Boston: Allyn & Bacon,

1971), pp. 238-239.
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OFPORT on school textbooks

A CONSUMER
REPORT

(|)
^^Languaa®
Texts

Mark Holmes
Office of Field Development, OISE

This is the second in a series of reports

on textbooks. The approach to this report

is a little different in that it is based partly

on teachers’ responses to a questionnaire

circulated by Peter Evans in Sudbury. The
responses were summarized by Mr. Evans
and integrated into the present review by
myself. The effort is collaborative, but

responsibility for the views expressed
is mine.

I looked for the following qualities in

the texts surveyed:

—An effective, structured organization

that leads pupils clearly and coherently

toward definitive objectives in the oral and
written use of language and that provides

clear help to the less experienced
teacher.—A variety of oral and written assign-

ments, both frequent and stimulating.

—An attractive format and design with

interesting use of color and type.

—A Canadian emphasis.

As all texts reviewed here are strong

in Canadian content, that criterion has

not been mentioned in the review. No one
should infer that Canadian content is an
unimportant criterion. In fact, it is ex-

tremely regrettable that there are still

classrooms that rely heavily on foreign

materials for language instruction.

With so many good texts to choose
from, some of the older, more dated texts

have been omitted from this report

although they are still available.

Action English 1

,

Emma E. Plattor, Gage,
1973 ($3.28). Also in series—Books
2, 3, and 4.

Presentation—This text is well designed
and will have considerable appeal to

students. Some teachers may feel that the

copious illustrations are unnecessary, but

it is possible that they serve to make the

language lesson more appealing than
it so often is to many pupils.

Organization—The organization

throughout this series is first rate in terms
of the development of written language
skills, and particularly in terms of creativity

and stimulation of the imagination through
different modes of writing. Teachers’

comments on this series were uniformly

positive.

Content—The text emphasizes self-

expression almost exclusively. This

reviewer would prefer some emphasis on
formal structure in writing, including basic

syntax and grammar. The below-average
student might appear to be pedaling very

fast without actually moving. Does prac-

tice without training improve writing skills

in the absence of other kinds of incidental

learning from, for example, reading?

Maybe. But this reviewer would hedge
his bets and include some formal

instruction.

Summary—This is a highly recom-
mended series—ideal for the teacher who
does not want to stress formal structure

and syntax. The series covers the four

intermediate grades 7-10.

Language Is, A. C. Coman and R. T.

Shephard, Thomas Nelson & Sons, 1971

($3.92). Also in series

—

Language Lives

for grade 9.

Presentation—While comparatively
expensive for a soft-cover text, this is an
appealing and imaginative book.

Structure—The text is much less struc-

tured than Action English and the teacher
has a greater responsibility to maintain

a sense of direction. Grammar is ap-
proached indirectly—an approach that

may satisfy neither the grammarian, who
wants direct teaching, nor the creative

writer, who does not want grammar at all.

The approach to language is descriptive

rather than prescriptive.

Content—The great strengths are the

variety and stimuli and the serious

approach taken to Canadian English.

There is a wealth of material on language
usage, often well organized. The rationale

is left to be inferred.

Summary—A recommended series for

the teacher who knows exactly where he
is going and relies on his text largely for

ideas and variety. This could be very

difficult for a beginning teacher unless

he were given very strong curriculum

support. It could best be used at the

grade 8 level.

Building Language Skills, A. O. Hughes
and G. R. McDonagh, McGraw-Hill

Ryerson, 1965 ($3.80). Also in series

—

Using Language Skills.

Presentation—This is a more formal,

traditional text, as its age would suggest.

Nevertheless, it is not unattractive.

Structure—The text has a formal

approach to the teaching of grammar and

to the teaching of writing itself.

Content—The content is much more
traditional and much less stimulating than

the two former texts. It is, however, much
more inclusive than Language Is.

Summary—A useful foundation text,

particularly if already available in the

school, and most useful at the grade 9

level. Recommended as a sound
traditional approach to language.

Message and Meaning, J. R. Perigoe and

L. Perigoe, Prentice-Hall, 1974 ($5.56).

Presentation—This text, with its good
appearance and strong binding, has a

LANGUAGE LIVES
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more practical approach than any of the

texts reviewed above.

Structure—The form tends to be
inclusive (encyclopedic) rather than

organized. Thus it could be seen more as

a review text than as a foundation text.

Content—The text embraces spelling

(including regional Canadian vocabulary),

language, grammar, and creative writing.

Throughout it is down to earth and would

be particularly suitable for remedial use

with grade 9 students. The content is very

weak in terms of creative writing.

Summary—Its high utility for poorly

motivated students should not put the

reader off—there is no condescension
here. Recommended generally—highly

recommended for certain groups.

Starting Points in Language C, M. E. Cross
and J. Holland, Ginn, 1974 ($3.64). Also

in series—Books D & E.

Presentation—This is a not unattractive,

businesslike text at the grade 7 level. It

is soft-cover but strongly bound.
Structure—There is good organization

in terms of its (limited) objectives. It

could lead to pedestrian usage by an
inexperienced teacher.

Content—The emphasis is on talking,

on writing factually and descriptively, and
on comprehension. There is little time for

writing that is anything other than strictly

functional. There is nothing to challenge

the imagination and there is no consistent

approach to language development.
Summary—This is a useful text if the

teacher wants a functional approach to

the basic modes of communication. Those
who are looking for either formal gram-
mar or inspiration will be disappointed.

Recommended with those reservations.

The Craft of Writing, R. J. McMaster,
Longmans, 1962 ($2.20). Also in series—
The Expression of Thought (grade 10).

Presentation—This is a plain little book
using literary selections as jumping-off

points for creative writing, language, and
some grammar exercises. It is most useful

at the grade 9 (possibly grade 8) level.

Structure—There is a good basic

approach to writing, with units, for

example, on unity, coherence, and
emphasis. It is doubtful whether the inci-

dental approach to language would be
very effective—those who want grammar
will find it insufficient; those who do not

will find it superfluous.

Content—The emphasis, as the title

suggests, is on the improvement of

writing. Thus the teacher must look else-

where for work in the development of oral

composition, of reading comprehension,
and (if he wants it) of grammatical and
syntactical analysis.

Summary—Recommended as a good
supplement to fulfill a specific need.

Wavelengths 31

,

J. Aitken et al
. ,
Dent,

1970 ($2.50). Also in series—Books 32

and 33.

Presentation—The approach of the text

is visual. There are many illustrations and
comparatively little text in this paperback
book. It could be used at most inter-

mediate grade levels.

Structure—There is little formal struc-

ture in this text, and both teacher and
pupil may wonder just what the directions

are. The medium is the message.
Content—The emphasis on text selec-

tions makes this a reading text almost as

much as a language text.

Summary— If the teacher has a very

well organized program and is just looking

for incidental stimuli, this text may be
useful. As a coordinated approach to all

aspects of language, it cannot be recom-
mended unless one accepts that all

aspects of language learning come best

incidentally.

Some Additional Materials

In addition to the above there are other

books available that may be of value for

specific purposes, although none is

recommended as a basic language text.

Grammar Is, R. T. Shephard and J.

MacDonald, Thomas Nelson & Sons,

1972 ($3.92). A very useful, if expensive,

language supplement for the teacher who
wants to include some grammar in his

language program. A perfect complement
to the Action English series, though
designed in the context of the Language
Is series.

A Folio for Writers: Description, B. Vance
and M. Milne, Clarke Irwin, 1969 ($2.25).

Also in series

—

Narrative, Exposition,
_

Poetry. A useful set of photographs with

helpful suggestions for the stimulation of

writing.

Incentives, R. Livesey and B. Archer,

Longman, 1970 ($2.04). Some good if

uncoordinated visual stimuli for writing.

Paperback.

Timescope, A. Allinson, B. Allinson, and
J. Mclnnes, Thomas Nelson & Sons, 1973
($3.00). Similar to Incentives, it provides
stimuli for writing. Particularly good visu-

ally, but has little substance.

Conclusion
Language is a subject that many good
teachers teach very well without texts.

There are dangers in that approach, how-
ever, and the highly rated texts in this

review are strongly commended to the

attention of those responsible for English

programs in the intermediate or junior

high grades.

Some of the dangers of doing without

a text are:

— It is increasingly likely that sequence
from grade to grade will be sacrificed.

—There is a danger that other teachers of

the same subject would not have the

choice of having or not having a text. Thus
some teachers may come to rely on mate-

rials that happen to be available, possibly

non-Canadian, and almost certainly

inferior to most of the texts reviewed here.

—It encourages the illegal copying of

copyright materials.—
it makes the future availability of texts

problematical. This is a real danger at a

time when there are already many subject

areas in which there are no current Cana-
dian texts on the market. If school boards
ignore the realities of textbook publishing,

there will soon be no Canadian materials

left.

Today we are still in the fortunate posi-

tion of having a large number of Canadian
materials in intermediate language from

which to choose. Action English is a first-

rate series and the grammarian can
supplement it with Grammar Is. Building

Language Skills is a useful, more tradi-

tional alternative. Message and Meaning
has particular value for the less

academically inclined 1 5-year-old.

As was the case when elementary

reading texts were reviewed in the last

issue of Orbit, no single text meets all the

original criteria. Nevertheless, there is no
reason for any teacher to be without a
good Canadian language text other than

that he has such a well-planned course

based on Canadian content that his pupils

have no need of a basic reference.
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For many kindergarten teachers and
primary consultants the array of available

evaluation techniques, each with its own
rationale and purpose, can be confusing.

In Ontario three types of assessment
device are commonly used during the

kindergarten years.

Standardized readiness tests are admin-

istered in many school systems, often

without reference to kindergarten pro-

grams. In the past five years, many larger

and some smaller school systems have
replaced the readiness test with early

identification procedures. Concurrently,

as curriculum development has extended
into the kindergarten years, and as guide-

lines for programs for young children have
been developed, there has been an
increasing tendency to use criterion-

referenced evaluation; such evaluation is

developed in association with a program
and reflects the program’s aims.

There is a temptation to use as many

different techniques as possible for

assessing young children’s progress, and
in this it is all too easy to overlook the

purposes of evaluation. ‘Even if we do
have a regular observation schedule
planned, shouldn't we use the readiness

tests?’ is a frequently asked question.

Perhaps by looking at the rationale behind
the different techniques we may be able

to arrive at better reasons for using them.

Standardized Readiness Tests
Many school systems advocate admin-
istering standardized readiness tests at

the end of the kindergarten year. Recently

a fellow psychologist jokingly referred to

this practice as the 'late identification

procedure.’ The rationale given is that it

is necessary to know how ‘ready’ the child

is for reading instruction in grade 1 . If this

is the real reason, then the readiness tests

might be more usefully administered at

the beginning of the grade 1 year. Many

Evaluation

in the

Kindergarten

"tears

B. Chris Nash
OISE Midnorthern Centre

and
Kenneth G. O’Bryan

Department of Applied Psychology, OISE

school systems seem to use readiness

tests where adequate information on each
child is already available through regular

monitoring of progress in the kindergarten

program. The reason here appears to be
a need to reassure some administrators.

The results of the readiness tests admin-
istered toward the end of the year may
suggest a need for program changes, but

the program change that usually occurs is

of a ‘teach-to-the-test’ type.

The fact that so-called ‘standardized’

readiness tests are often very poorly

standardized is not understood by many
who administer them. Tests standardized

in another country are frequently recog-

nized as inappropriate for use in Canada,

but Canadian standardization is also

inadequate unless it is carried out with a

large sample of children. In some families

of schools, readiness tests are adminis-

tered by consultants, principals, or super-

intendents and the results are inade-
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quately explained to the teacher. In the

past it was fashionable for psychologists

to use the readiness test for experimental

purposes to demonstrate the effectiveness

or ineffectiveness of an often undefined

new program. Nowadays the evaluation of

a new program is achieved more usually

by observation than by individual testing

of the children.

The standardized readiness test should

not be needed if kindergarten program

objectives are clear enough that regular

monitoring of the program can occur and

the progress of each child be assessed.

Early Identification Procedures
The early identification of children with

potential learning problems has occupied

a central role in special education over the

last two decades. Most of the attempts

have centered on the development of tests

or test batteries aimed at predicting sub-

sequent difficulties in school subjects,

primarily in reading and mathematics.

Most of the well-funded projects were
carried out in the United States. Very few

of the outcomes have stood the test of

time. Their failure has resulted, we believe,

partly because of the inherent difficulty of

early identification and partly because of

the lack of adequate, specific, in-class-

room treatment of those children who
were identified. There are good grounds
for argument, too, that early identification

can be successful only if it adopts the

position that many factors contribute to

the learning difficulty of a child and that

any one of these factors or any small

clustering of them is unlikely to be predic-

tive of subsequent failure in school. In

effect, the days of the single, specific test

designed to identify the child who won’t

be a reader in grade 3 are clearly

numbered.
Educators are coming to recognize that

a child’s learning problems are multi-

factorial and are the result of an incredibly

complex blend of preschool experience

and early school (junior kindergarten,

kindergarten, and grade 1) programming
and performance. Furthermore, it is

becoming increasingly apparent that

the prediction of reading or mathematics
difficulties as the criterion of school failure

is a highly questionable approach. In view

of the very great dependence of these

learned skills on the ability of the teacher

to teach them and on the climate of the

classroom in which they are taught, it may
be that they are more often the outcome of

current practices in early school educa-
tion rather than the reflection of a general

or specific predictable disability within

the child.

Nevertheless, early identification

remains desirable provided that it is

directed toward a general assessment of

the child’s current capabilities, perform-

ance, and behavior patterns, and his

ability to participate in the immediate
program. We argue that early identification

should be used not to predict future

problems but to discover the child’s

current difficulties, strengths, and needs,

and thereby to provide him with a program
beginning at the level of his competence.
Such an identification approach should be
centered on teacher and child together

and should be backed by both medical

and social data.

The key point in all this is that, so far as

the school and the child are concerned,

the program that follows identification is

critical. Therefore, we suggest that identi-

fication programs would best serve their

purpose by concentrating on immediate,

direct, and easy-to-use data that are

drawn from a wide variety of sources (past

and present) and that focus on the child’s

current abilities and needs. The teacher,

given this type of information, is then in a

position to adopt and adapt programs and
strategies that may well prevent subse-

quent learning difficulty.

Criterion-Referenced Tests

One form of criterion-referenced test is the

checklist. What's wrong with checklists?

They take a lot of time, and therefore many
teachers use them only at the end of the

year. So much for feedback about pro-

gram! The feedback comes too late for the

children involved. The checklist is usually

a Yes/No document with items that do not

contribute to a developmental picture of

the student group.

Frequently the checklist is compiled
simply from items taken from standardized

readiness tests or from tests of ‘social

achievement.’ A recent survey of the

checklists used in fifty kindergarten

classes selected from twenty-five school

systems showed that their lists frequently

have no relevance for many programs.

For example, most of these checklists

included the items 'knows his own name’
and ‘knows certain colors.' But the child

would not have learned his full name in

school since only his first name is used

there, and there may have been no aspect

of the program that helped him learn the

colors. There is also no indication whether
or not he knew his name or the colors

before he began the program. Such
checklists mayt>e useful to people

gathering information about what children

know at certain ages, but are of doubtful

value to teachers in assessing the child

and the curriculum.

However, a checklist carefully matched
to program is a different matter. When
curriculum is developed for the kinder-

garten years, objectives are set in terms

of the learning experiences available to

the children. These objectives make
criterion-referenced evaluation simple

and relevant. Good kindergarten pro-

grams for 4- and 5-year-old children

include experiences and opportunities for

development in five main areas. The
teacher thus might plan the classroom

and out-of-classroom space around five

experience themes:

—science and number experiences

(sand, water, science table)

—language and communication (role

play)

—reading, writing, and spatial readiness

—creative activity

—gross motor and fine motor coordina-

tion play.

Record Cards and Criteria

The learning that takes place through

these planned experiences can be
observed and recorded on an index-card

observation schedule (see figure).

Each circle on the card represents a

specific program objective. For example,

circle 4 (Number) represents the child’s

learning through water-play experiences.

The program provides the experience:

that is, the teacher has carefully selected

containers and has encouraged attention

to questions of quantity so that the child

will gradually come to understand that an
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amount of water remains constant when it

is poured into a container of a different

shape. (The developmental pattern con-

cerned follows the Piagetian model and
has been well verified.) Since the objec-

tive is specified, the child's progress

toward it can be measured overtime
against the following checklist item:

4. Conservation of Amount of Liquid

a) Does not understand questions about

amount. Uses containers to learn

pouring. Plays with water, not

attending to containers.

b) Sees that the same amount of water

is in one container as was in another

(when none was spilled in pouring),

but is confused when comparisons are

made between water in two containers

of different shapes.

c) Understands that shape of container

makes no difference to amount of water

when shapes are not too dissimilar.

d) Conserves amount despite large

shape differences.

In other areas, there may be less

evidence of a developmental trend and
more room for local variation. For

example, skills to do with creative

expression may develop in line with

the child’s background and will vary

from child to child.

20. Painting

a) Controls paints with brush on various

surfaces.

b) Developing color sense (real or

imaginative).

c) Knowledge of mixing—uses one brush

and several colors without mess.

Often the aims of the program are

explicit in the evaluation. For example,

in the development of imagination in

creative activities:

1 8. Use of Materials (Restricted vs.

Imaginative)

a) Restricts to past use of materials (e.g.,

paints on paper not on rocks).

b) Agrees to experiment.

c) Experiments spontaneously asking

assistance.

d) Experiments working out own problems
of combination of materials.

1 9. Imaginative vs. Stereotyped Products

a) Does only what parents want.

b) Does only what teacher suggests.

c) Does what peer group wants, or what
he wants but without comment.

d) Does what he wants and supports it

verbally.

And in the development of verbal expres-

sion (not merely control) of feelings:

1 0. Expression of Feeling

a) Uses non-verbal expression only

(hitting, cuddling).

b) Uses egocentric verbal expression.

c) Talks responsively about feelings in a

descriptive way.

d) Relates feelings to situations or events

in order to produce solutions to

conflicts.

Reporting

The intention is that each child’s progress

be reported at a time that is significant for

him, not that' reporting for a whole class

be done at a specific time. The first

assessment should be made when the

child has settled into the classroom and
is beginning to try out several of the

available activities. In most cases it is not

practical to complete the assessment in

less than about eight days because the

child should be observed at an activity of

his choosing and one that is not new to

him. Also, an optimal performance is the

basis for assessment; the best level

achieved by the child is a baseline for

future progress.

Assessment requires little writing.

Marking with a set of colored pencils is

the simplest: successive observations

would require different pencils in the

order of colors in the spectrum
(R, O, Y, G, B, V).

Thus the first assessment is recorded in

red. The appropriate section of each
circle is ticked in red, and the date(s) of

initiaLassessment are written on the back
of the card in red.

The second assessment, usually a
month or so later, when the child shows
progress in one or two areas, is marked
with orange. The starting point is the

circle for the area of progress (e.g., for

circle 4, water play, a move from simply

playing with water to noticing properties

of containers). Any other circles where
progress has been made are marked in

orange, and the date is noted on the back
of the card in orange.

For the third assessment, yellow is

used. Again, the assessment records

obvious progress and observations of the

child at the other activities. The date is

recorded in yellow.

In this way, for each child all circles will

be marked in red. But because of different

rates of development in different areas,

probably not all of the other colors will

appear in all circles.

Assessment
The patterns formed by the colors tell

the teacher how long each child takes to

progress, and a comparison of cards for

the class will reveal a ‘normal’ pattern of

development for the level. Different pat-

terns may emerge from year to year and
from one locality to another. Comparisons
of these patterns enable the consultant

to get a picture of progress in different

localities under different conditions. It

should be noted, however, that if an

experience has been omitted from the

program, the assessment cannot be

completed (and perhaps the program’s

adequacy may be questioned).

In summary, this method of evaluation

is intended to provide an assessment of

each child in terms of his own progress

from his own baseline performance. What
is generated is a graphic representation

of the ’norms’ of development for a

particular class or for a school system.

These data enable each teacher to build

individual observations into a picture of

development in the early years. It is

geared to the program, not to ‘norms’

established with unknown groups of

children whose experiences may differ in

many unclassified ways.

If criterion-referenced evaluation is

properly used, the need for readiness

tests is eliminated and early identification

of difficulties is accompanied by diag-

nostic teaching.

The complete key for this technique of

evaluation is available from:

OISE Midnorthern Centre

295 Victoria Street

Sudbury, Ontario P3C 1 K5.
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Teaching Aids from the Community

Secretary of State
Information Services

February 15, 1976, marks the

eleventh anniversary of the

inauguration of our national flag.

With the cooperation of Informa-

tion Services, Secretary of State,

Orbit is privileged to observe this

occasion by featuring publica-

tions about Canada and what it

means to be a Canadian.

Through Teaching Aids from

the Community' we attempt, as do
the cooperating organizations, to

make enrichment materials avail-

able to teachers. But because
current financial stringencies and

escalating production costs tend

to limit supplies, we suggest that

schools request these materials

only after making specific plans

to use them.

Because of the anticipated

popularity of the teaching aids

reviewed below, it is requested

that all orders be submitted by

school principals. If interested

staff members share the material,

one set will serve an entire

school. The volume of requests

can thus be reduced without the

availability of the material being

curtailed. Please address

requests to:

Information Services

Department of the Secretary

of State

66 Slater Street

Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0M5.

Canada—Guide for Citizenship

A brief, comprehensive look at

life in Canada is presented in

English and French within one

cover. Statistical information on

the area and population of the

country as a whole is supple-

mented by similar information

about each province and territory.

The natural resources and leading

industries of the various provinces

are listed in concise provincial

summaries.

A population analysis lists the

main periods of immigration, the

numbers of immigrants, the areas

in which they settled, and the

major ethnic groups represented,

and—with a long backward

glance—identifies Canada's
original inhabitants. The reader is

reminded that out of our policy of

encouraging new citizens to

preserve and share the traditions

of their homelands has grown a

unique culture—-rich, varied,

and distinctly Canadian. A wealth

of photographs effectively por-

trays the many-faceted and ever-

changing Canadian scene.

Facts about Canadian govern-

ment, economy, geography, his-

tory, and international relations

complete a book that may well be

as useful in Canadian classrooms

as it is to the prospective citizens

for whom it was designed.

Etiquette for Canada’s National

Flag/L’etiquette relative au
drapeau du Canada
An extremely useful and compre-
hensive guide to flag etiquette,

which again combines our two

official languages in one booklet.

Among its more interesting high-

lights is mention of the discovery,

by a former president of the Royal

Society of Canada, that 'the

maple leaf was looked upon as a

fit emblem for Canadians as early

as 1 700 if not before.’

Decade for Action to Combat
Racism and Racial Discrimina-

tion 1 973-1 983/D6cennie de la

lutte contre le racisme et la

discrimination raciaie 1973-1983

On December 10, 1973—the

25th anniversary of the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights

—

the General Assembly of the

United Nations launched the

Decade for Action to Combat
Racism and Racial Discrimina-

tion. Canadian participation was
announced on that same date by

the Secretary of State. The essen-

tail purpose of the 'Decade' is

expressed in the following quota-

tion from the stated 'Goals and

Objectives’: ‘to promote human
rights and fundamental freedom
for all without distinction of any

kind on grounds of race, colour,

descent or national or ethnic

origin. . . .

Published in French and
English in separate volumes, the

booklet is made up of collected

reprints of documents related to

the ‘Decade.’ Included are: the

Canadian
Bill of Righ ts

lo 10,1, jSSo? "d

Declaration canadienm
des droits

contrejeraciS

d,sc
2?»nat/or
racia/c

1973-I9g3

program; the goals and object-

ives; policy measures and target

dates; national, regional, and
international implications; re-

search and study; education,

training, and information; inter-

national funds; and coordination,

review, appraisal, and reporting.

The appendixes include the com-
plete text of the International

Convention on the Elimination of

All Forms of Racial Discrimina-

tion, the Universal Declaration of

Human Rights, a list of other

United Nations documents and

suggested reading, and a direc-

tory of the Regional Directorates

and Field Offices of the Depart-

ment of Secretary of State.

Canadian Bill of Rights

Described as ‘An Act for the

Recognition and Protection of

Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms,’ the Canadian Bill of

Rights was passed by Parliament

on August 10, 1960. Printed in

royal purple with English and
French texts appearing on reverse

sides of a single sheet of heavy

stock, the document is well suited

to bulletin board display. Apart

from its obvious relevance to the

study of history and citizenship,

the Bill is a valuable addition to

courses in human and moral

values. Indeed, as a statement of

the fundamental rights of man as

interpreted by the government of

our country, Canadians of all

ages and in every walk of life

should be familiar with it.

Canada

w
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Profile of a School/33

Rousseau
School
Named after Jean Baptiste Rousseau, a

pioneer settler in the historic town of Ancaster,

about five miles west of Hamilton, Rousseau
School opened in 1958 and has an enrollment

of some 320 students in the range kindergarten

to grade 6.

The staff at Rousseau is organized into two
teaching teams—the primary cycle and the

junior cycle—each headed by a team leader.

In cooperation with the principal, David

Jardine, these teams play a major role in

determining educational needs, initiating

student grouping and regrouping, planning the

curriculum, and scheduling the teaching load

to make the most effective use of both individ-

ual staff skills and school facilities. Emphasis
is on individualized instruction and sequential

development.

. An interesting pilot project recently intro-

duced at the school through OISE’s Niagara

Centre involves the principal and three staff

members in teaching basic thinking skills

—

helping students to think through problems for

themselves. Soon it is hoped to extend the

techniques learned in this project throughout

the whole school.

Recognizing, however, that schools bring

little influence to bear upon a child’s develop-

ment that is independent of his home back-

ground, Rousseau has initiated a far-reaching

parent volunteer program, based on the model
of OISE's Niagara Centre. With the guidance

of teachers, the volunteers undertake individ-

ual and small-group instruction as well as

assisting in the library and on field trips and
doing much of the clerical work. For example,

one mother meets each student in the junior

cycle on a regular basis, monitors the library

books he is reading, checks to see whether he

has a reasonable grasp of the story, and then

makes a record of his progress. She not only

relieves teachers of much of the burden of the

enrichment reading program but also encour-

ages students with their reading. Combined
with an open-door policy, the parent volunteer

program has done much to foster good
relations between the school and the

community.
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